Eager Throngs Flock to AES Exhibits

With the opening of the exhibit floor yesterday, eager attendees thronged to booths to see the latest and greatest offerings of the pro audio world. Christopher Plunkett, deputy director, convention management for the AES, was enthusiastic about the healthy registration numbers—15,000 as of Thursday night—and especially about the presence of some high-profile exhibitors that have been conspicuous by their absence in recent years: “We’re finding companies are returning and others are doubling-down and investing in their presence here, which is great to see.”

Massenburg Stresses Education in Heyser Lecture

By Kelleigh Welch
The future of the music industry lies in education. At least that’s the way George Massenburg, a four-time Grammy Award winner, sees it.

In his lecture Thursday night, as part of the Richard C. Heyser Memorial Lecture Series, Massenburg said that while technology has made music production more accessible, it has also affected the quality of music.

“Music is constantly changing and moving in new directions,” Massenburg said. “It used to be extremely expensive to record anything with technical quality, and you needed expertise to get the best sounds. Technology has changed much, including the structure of everything in the music industry, and one thing we lose is quality control by experts.”

This does not mean, however, that the convention keynote, workshops, panels, papers and more, Friday’s events got underway as attendees raced into the exhibition hall to see the latest and greatest offerings of the pro audio world. They weren’t disappointed either, as hundreds of exhibitors manned their booths to present their products for the recording, broadcast and live sound markets, many offerings being displayed for the first time anywhere.

The exhibit floor was packed with attendees and given the numbers, that’s no surprise. The first day of the convention garnered more than 1,000 on-site registrations, bringing total registration as of Thursday night to 15,000, with that number only expected to grow over the throngs on page 38

Drastic Trends Affect Human Behavior

The DTU Audio Group examined the changing trends in TV viewing and how those trends are drastically affecting human behavior.

Jimmy Jam entertains and enlightens in his Lunchtime Keynote on changing trends in recording.

The Recording Academy Producers & Engineers Wing is releasing an updated version of the Master Delivery Recommendations white paper, “Recommendation for Delivery of Recorded Music Projects (Including Stems and Mix Naming Conventions)”
CAPTURE THE MOMENT WITH PORTABLE CLARITY

INTRODUCING FP WIRELESS Featuring a comprehensive selection of system configurations with key wireless audio technologies and components, FP Wireless provides the ability to capture crystal-clear audio with confidence. With simple and flexible components, including a portable receiver and XLR plug-on transmitter, it has never been easier for audio to be captured in the demanding and dynamic videography and electronic field production (EFP) environments.

Go wherever you need to go. Learn more at shure.com/broadcast.

www.shure.com/broadcast
© 2013 Shure Incorporated
New Portable Loudspeakers Join JBL Line

JBL Professional (T1) is showcasing its new PRX700 Series portable loudspeakers. The next generation in JBL’s market-leading PRX portable PA line, the PRX700 Series offers massive improvements in power, SPL and connectivity.

The PRX700 Series comprises seven new models: the PRX710, 10-inch, 2-way multipurpose loudspeaker; the PRX712, 12-inch 2-way multipurpose loudspeaker and floor monitor; the PRX715, 15-inch, 2-way full-range main system/floor monitor; the PRX725, 15-inch, 2-way bass reflex loudspeaker; the PRX735, 15-inch, 3-way full-range main system; the PRX715XLF, 15-inch, self-powered bass reflex subwoofer system; and the PRX718XLF, 18-inch self-powered bass reflex subwoofer system.

All PRX700 Series loudspeakers are powered with 1500W Class-D amplification. The PRX700 Series models feature new Differential Drive woofers that provide better heat dissipation, lower power compression and higher dynamic range.

The PRX700 Series features JBL’s patented waveguide technology, providing excellent coverage throughout the system’s bandwidth. The sound is smooth and consistent without hotspots, so control is optimized.

Phoenix Audio Intros Nicerizer Junior

Phoenix Audio (Booth 3157) is introducing the Nicerizer Junior summing mixer. This 16 input and 4 output Class A discrete active summing mixer and amplifier is based on the popular Nicerizer 16 mk2.

This product was designed to offer high quality analogue summing to clients where sonic quality is imperative whilst still being aggressively priced to appeal to lots of customers. The original Nicerizer 16 and Nicerizer 8 summing mixers were release initially in 2003 and Phoenix Audio was one of the first companies to recognize this market and release a product to cater for the demand for analogue summing and tone as a reposit to the cold life-less sound offered by DAW computer systems.

The Nicerizer Junior has 16 inputs containing 16 of our Class A discrete input buffers amps, 4 outputs containing our well renowned DSOP2 Class A discrete output amps and 4 custom wound transformers, each channel has panning with detented/stepped control and an 8db level boost.

Neumann ‘Dummy Head’ Is Ready for Its Closeup

“Boom Up!” is a new short film by award-winning writer/director Guy Chachkes that challenges the traditional sensory perspective of the movie-going experience. The 12-minute film is shot entirely from the perspective of the boom microphone, with the audio experience playing the lead role.

The “lead character”—or primary microphone used on set—was a Neumann (Booth 2383) KU 100 “dummy head” microphone mounted to a boom pole.

“Boom Up!” reveals a crew setting up for a low-budget sci-fi movie, not unlike François Truffaut’s 1973 classic “Day for a Low-Budget Sci-Fi Movie,” an award-winning film that also deals with the challenges accompanying the movie-making process. In “Boom Up!”, the viewer is actually a critical piece of recording equipment, omnipresent during the entire process, and often atop the actors.

Since the film narration is inextricably tied to the point of view of the boom microphone, capturing a realistic, authentic sound was a fundamental concern during the filmmaking process. “Since the movie is called ‘Boom Up!’ it was very important to have the best possible sound. My producer [Jesse R. Tendler] came across the concept of recording in binaural surround sound, and after doing some research, we determined that the Neumann KU 100 would be perfect,” Chachkes recalls. “In most applications I’ve seen, the KU 100 microphone is stationary, but we moved it around with the camera itself. We pointed the ‘dummy head’ wherever the camera was looking, and it helped create a very realistic experience.”

Evolving Audio For Broadcast

By Strother Bullins

The DTV Audio Group, under the leadership of Executive Director Roger Charlesworth, has helped forge lasting standards by nurturing an open dialog between our nation’s largest television broadcast and cable entities.

On Friday, the DTV Audio Group presented a Special Events Forum, “Audio Production and Distribution in an Evolving Television Delivery Landscape,” featuring experts from a wide range of employers including Linear Acoustic, ESPN, HBO, KQED, Saturday Night Live, FOX Networks Engineering and Operations, Sync Sound, Twin Cities Public Television, Late Night With Jimmy Fallon, Starz Entertainment, Turner Sports, and NBCUniversal. The event’s keynote address, delivered by Tom Sahara of Turner Sports, shared a fascinat-
Boffo Reviews for A-T5040 Cardioid Condenser Mic

Leading journalists and engineers have been raving about Audio-Technica’s AT5040 since its recent introduction.

In his review for the June issue of Mix magazine, Barry Rudolph, an L.A.-based recording engineer and audio expert, states, “The AT5040 offers the elegance and natural sound of a well-designed large-diaphragm condenser microphone with the precision, wide frequency response and high SPL handling of a small-diaphragm mic. The AT5040 is like super high-definition video—it captures everything in truthful resolution.”

In an August feature for Pro Audio Review, which recently nominated the AT5040 for a PAR Excellence award in the category of Large Diaphragm Condensers (LDCs, non-handheld), PAR technical editor and Nashville engineer Lynn Fuston stated that the “AT5040 is a well-built, respectable mic with a proud heritage and lots of unique design features. All together, this is the best microphone package A-T has ever made. The fit and finish of the AT5040 are superb.”

Additionally, Alan Branch, a freelance engineer/producer, wrote for the August issue of Audio Media, “Audio-Technica has taken a fresh approach to how a mic can truly capture sound, resulting in what might just be the best vocal mic every produced!”

Jimmy Jams at Lunchtime Keynote

By Clive Young

Friday’s Lunchtime Keynote found legendary producer Jimmy Jam holding court, informing and entertaining hundreds of attendees with the broadly titled “The Current and Future Direction of the Recording Process from an Artist, Engineer and Producer’s Perspective.” The five-time Grammy winner, who with his partner, Terry Lewis, has created hits for the likes of Janet Jackson, Mary J. Blige, Celine Dion, Kanye West, Sting, Chaka Kahn, The Human League, Usher, Celine Dion, Mariah Carey, Robert Palmer, Michael Jackson and others, offered as many laughs as he did insights.

Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it, so Jam shared many of his experiences coming up in the music business, from going to grade-school music class with Prince, to getting his first gig as a professional musician, drumming for his father’s band at age 12 (“My mother was my first agent...she said, ‘You can’t give him $5; you have to pay him like any other drummer.’”).

A recurrent theme in the largely off-the-cuff talk was that technology has to serve the music and the song, and not the other way around, as when Jam related the “revelation” of working with two 24-track tape machines linked together at Larrabee Studios in 1983 (“48 tracks! We can stack vocals for days!”) or not getting too in-depth with keyboard settings (“I did an interview with Keyboard Magazine [about Janet Jackson’s Control album] and told them I was using a Mirage, which was a sampling keyboard—its sampling rate was horrible and the sounds were horrible, but it was what sounded right to me. He looked at me and said, ‘Don’t you go in and tweak the sounds?’ I said, ‘Nah, I don’t really do that. Don’t they pay experts to do that at the factory?’”).

If you missed Jam yesterday, you can catch him later today as part of the Grammy Soundtable (Room 1E15; 2:30 p.m.), with an all-star panel honoring the late Phil Ramone. Other panelists will include Frank Filipetti, Leslie Ann Jones, Bob Ludwig, Elliot Scheiner, Al Schmitt, Peter Chaikin, BJ Ramone and many more.

Prior to yesterday’s keynote are (from left) AES executive director Bob Moses, producer Jimmy Jam, and AES Convention Committee Chair Jim Anderson.
Designed to adapt

Genelec is proud to present the latest additions to the SAM Series — the new 1237A and 1238A three-way Smart Active Monitors. These monitors feature Genelec’s proven acoustic design with DSP and AutoCal™ for balanced and proper system response. The 1237A and 1238A come with advanced Directivity Control Waveguides for improved tonal balance, output, and imaging. Highly efficient class D amplifiers are utilized for the LF and MF drivers with an ultra-wide bandwidth discrete class AB amplifier for the tweeter. The integrated active amplifier module can also be optionally rack-mounted.

All SAM Series active monitors and subwoofers including the new 1237A and 1238A provide uncompromised sound quality and precise imaging, a benefit obtained through the Smart Active Monitoring concept pioneered by Genelec.

www.genelec.com

Get Smart at AES Booth 2639!
Sony Highlights DWZ Wireless Mic Series

Sony's (Booth 2526) newest MI packages in its widely used DWZ wireless microphone series—the DWZ-B501 instrument set and the DWZ-B50GB guitar set—continue the series' focus on flexibility, stability and high quality sound, while adding new features that give performers more options. Each new set offers 24-bit linear PCM digital audio transmission, two selectable RF modes and Sony's unique data processing for reliable RF transmission, a 5-band equalizer and robust metal body transmitter.

The DWZ-B501 instrument set includes a cardioid condenser microphone with flexible gooseneck and two-way clip for use with trumpets, saxophones or other wind instruments. The DWZ-B50GB guitar set also includes a cable tone generator for matching the sound from wired and wireless systems.

Sony's 2.4 GHz DWZ series includes combinations of hand-held mics, bodypack transmitters and rack-mount or compact size receivers, ideal for use by musicians, especially guitarists and vocalists.

‘The DWZ series represents Sony's ongoing efforts at evolving its extensive wireless expertise to deliver the most flexibility and the highest levels of performance,’ says Karl Kussmaul, senior product manager for professional audio, Sony Electronics. ‘With these new packages, audio professionals now have an ideal wireless solution for small to mid-size wireless audio applications, combining outstanding sound quality, stable transmission, performance and durability.”


The various DWZ components share many high-performance features, including 24-bit linear PCM digital audio transmission, rack-mount receivers with integrated color LCD and built-in digital EQ, interchangeable handheld capsule design that supports Sony or third-party mic capsules, balanced and unbalanced audio outputs, and more.

API Debuts The Box

Mixing in The Box takes on a whole new meaning with the introduction of the small footprint, full-featured API (Booth 2539). The Box analog console. At a private demonstration at Ben Folds's Ben's Studio in Nashville prior to cutting demo tracks for the 135th AES Convention, The AES Daily had a hands-on sneak peak of The Box.

Larry Droppa, API president, said the inspiration for The Box was 50/50 customer input and R&D development. For many customers, API's highly successful 1608 console line filled the need for a smaller version of the company's large format consoles, yet, explained Droppa, "There were enough people who said, ‘Great idea, but I’m not going to track 16 channels at a time... can you take the mic pres out?’ The other side was, trying to find a place in the market where we covered how people are actually working—a different range of customer, singer-songwriter, in their home studio, tracking three or four tracks at a time.”

The Box feature list includes two input channels with mic/Line preamp, HP filter and integral 50A EQ, two additional input channels that feature 500 slots for user selected compatible modules in the EQ position, a 2-channel fully featured API compressor (with Old/New, Hard/Soft knee and Thrust circuitry, assignable to input channels or program bus), 16 summing inputs (20 during mixing), a 2-channel program bus with master fader, insert and external input, one 2-channel and two mono aux send/buses with center section master control, 2-channel send/ bus and headphone system, external monitor selection, main and alt (with trim) speaker selection, PFL/AFL and Solo-In-Place solo operation, talkback, rear channel I/O with a combination of XLR, balance 1/4-inch and 25-pin D-sub connections and an integrated power supply.

The Box will sell for $18,000, with the two 500 slots open—significantly less than half the cost of the base 1608. It is in stock and shipping immediately.

API President Larry Droppa and API engineer Jordan Shirks with The Box at Ben’s Studio in Nashville in front of Ben Folds’s vintage API. The family sonic footprint is maintained though the physical footprint is smaller...
"Audio-Technica has taken a fresh approach to how a mic can truly capture sound ... resulting in what might just be the best vocal mic ever produced!"
*Audio Media* August 2013

"The most unique design I've seen in mic construction in a long time—perhaps ever."
*Tape Op* May/June 2013

="The AT5040 impressed, and seemed like a mic that will be considered a classic."
*RecordingHacks* July 10, 2013

"...what this mic does to the human voice is a thing of beauty."
*Recording* May 2013

"The AT5040 certainly grabs the attention. It is full-bodied at the bottom, but also very clean and airy at the top, with a superbly detailed mid-range and an effortless sense of presence and vitality.... The AT5040 is an impressive microphone, both in terms of its innovative design and its gloriously smooth and detailed sound character."
*Sound On Sound* December 2012

"All together, this is the best microphone package A-T has ever made.... The fit and finish of the AT5040 are superb."
*Pro Audio Review* August 2013

"The AT5040 offers the elegance and natural sound of a well-designed large-diaphragm condenser microphone with the precision, wide frequency response and high SPL handling of a small-diaphragm microphone. The AT5040 is like super high-definition video—It captures everything in truthful resolution."
*Mix* June 2013

---

### Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polar Pattern</strong></td>
<td>Cardioid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency Response</strong></td>
<td>20 – 20,000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open Circuit Sensitivity</strong></td>
<td>$-25 \text{ dB (56.2 mV)}$ at 1 Pa$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Input Sound Level</strong></td>
<td>142 dB SPL, 1 kHz at 1% T.H.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal-to-Noise Ratio$^*$</strong></td>
<td>89 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noise$^*$</strong></td>
<td>5 dB SPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impedance</strong></td>
<td>50 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic Range (typical)</strong></td>
<td>137 dB, 1 kHz at Max SPL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The critics have spoken. The debut mic in Audio-Technica’s 50 Series is pure innovation, not emulation. A premier studio vocal microphone, the AT5040 represents a milestone in condenser design, offering remarkably musical high-fidelity performance, with profound realism and depth, presence and purity of sound. Wherever your passion for music takes you, listen for more.
Shure Opens Scholastic Recording Competition

Shure Incorporated’s (Booth 2523) Fantastic Scholastic Recording Competition is now accepting entries from eligible universities and colleges throughout the U.S. and Canada until October 31, 2013, at 11:59 P.M. CDT. The competition is open only to teams of students enrolled at a college, university, or institution of higher learning who are pursuing a bachelor’s or associate’s degree program with a focus or concentration in fields related to Audio Engineering (Music Production, Audio Recording or Engineering, Electronic Media, Sound Recording, or a similar program).

Using the same high-quality gear that professional musicians and recording engineers rely on, these student teams will submit original compositions, which will be judged by a panel of esteemed musicians and industry authorities. In early November, Shure will randomly select the ten competing schools from the eligible registration pool. Each of the participating student teams will receive a standardized microphone locker from Shure that must be used to complete the recording project. The contents of the locker include two KSM313, two KSM32, two KSM44A, one KSM42, two KSM141, four SM57, two SM27-SC, one BETA 52A, one Beta 91A, three BETA 98AMP, two BETA 181/S each with an additional Omni capsule, one SM7B, one VP88, and one A27M.

Competing teams must track and mix their original piece of music, which will be judged by a panel of industry professionals on its overall fidelity, clarity, sonic balance, and creativity in microphone selection and placement. The top three school winners will be awarded a new set of assorted Shure products, including KSM, SM, and Beta microphones, as well as SRH headphones, a prize package valued at more than $11,000. Runners-up and honorable mention school prizes will include select Shure microphones and headphones valued at $5,395 and $1,872, respectively. In addition, students on the top three recognized teams will receive prizes ranging from a KSM42 microphone, valued at $999, to a SM27-SC microphone, valued at $374, to SRH840 headphones, valued at $250.

The contestants chosen in the random drawing will be posted on Shure’s website on or around November 11, 2013, and dedicated microphone lockers will be sent in the days to follow. The winner of the Fantastic Scholastic Recording Competition, as well as the runner-up and honorable mention distinctions, will be announced on or about April 28, 2014. To learn more about the competition’s rules, guidelines, and prizes, please visit: www.shure.com/contests.

Show News

Go Mobile at AES

The sheer number of events and exhibitors at the 135th Audio Engineering Society Convention can be daunting, but the free “AES Mobile Convention” app is here to help. To download it for free today, visit www.aes.org/mobile.

Available for iOS devices iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch, as well as Android devices, the app provides the following tools to enhance your event experience: • The Dashboard keeps you organized with up-to-the-minute exhibitor, speaker, and event information • My Schedule organizes your schedule with one click • My Setting lets you receive important real-time communications from the AES • Keep up with industry news on LinkedIn and Facebook groups • Built-in Twitter feed to follow and join in on the show chatter • Rate the sessions you attend and comment on them, too • Interactively locate companies you want to visit on the Floor Plan Map • Connect with your colleagues using the Friends feature
Defining the New Reference Point

Powerful, Dynamic, Free Standing. Designed from the ground up, the M2 Master Reference Monitor delivers astonishing bandwidth and power with breathtaking detail, and a big main-monitor experience wherever you choose to work.

With seven patents and one pending, the M2 leverages JBL's next generation of high-output, ultra-low distortion transducers to provide extraordinary in-room response of 20 Hz to 40 kHz, and 123 dB dynamic range. The revolutionary Image Control Waveguide supports a seamless crossover and yields excellent off-axis response for a wide, accurate sweet spot. Free standing, soffit mounted or behind the screen, the tunable M2 provides the same precise experience in every room.

The M2 Master Reference Monitor. The only reference you need.

Find out more at jblpro.com/M2

Hear the truth.
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SEE US AT BOOTH T1
Yamaha Steinberg Introduce NUAGE at AES

A joint collaboration between Yamaha and Steinberg, NUAGE is making its AES 2013 debut in the Yamaha Commercial Audio Systems, Inc. booth (2623). A hardware and software system that adds the power of the Dante audio network to world-class recording, post production, live to tape broadcast, and house of worship recording for re-broadcast, NUAGE is a complete, flexible system that allows engineers to choose and combine components to perfectly match individual application and workflow requirements. The system is currently shipping, and more features have been added to those previously announced.

The first truly networkable recording system, NUAGE consists of hardware work surface components, sleek interface, comprehensive visual feedback, networkable audio interface units, and a software-based digital audio workstation. It offers advanced processing capabilities and superior sonic quality. The Yamaha control surface features a combination of fader and main control units allowing for various system configurations. At the core of NUAGE is Steinberg’s award winning Nuendo digital audio workstation software.

Yamaha has added two new components to NUAGE. The ADR Mode for the NUAGE Master allows the operator to quickly and easily enable the Nuendo 6 ADR Taker functionality on the Ncs500-CT to provide transport control for the Rehearsal, Review and Record modes via the NUAGE Master Transport section. Insert Marker and Insert Cycle Marker buttons are conveniently assigned in the touch screen as well as marker information like Start/End points for cycle markers, Take No. (Number), Character Name, and Dialog. ADR Plus Control is editable from the touch sensitive encoders and the user can easily toggle the ADR functions to the user define buttons and back to the previous assigned functions.

The second new feature added is a Yamaha AD8HR mic preamp can now be controlled from the NUAGE Multi-Function Knobs when the “PRE” button in pressed in the control section. HA Gain, HA Trim, HPF and 48V phantom power can be edited along with LC (Low Cut), HC (High Cut), and Digital Gain.

TE Electronic’s (Booth 2933) Music 6000 comes fully loaded with 18 pristine, multichannel and stereo reverb algorithms, which covers any and all reverb needs an audio engineer could ever have. Music 6000 also includes the M5000 state-of-the-art delay, chorus, and phaser as well as hundreds of algorithms, which covers any and all multichannel and stereo reverb needs an audio engineer could ever have. Music 6000 comes fully loaded with 18 pristine, multichannel and stereo reverb algorithms, which covers any and all multichannel and stereo reverb needs an audio engineer could ever have. Music 6000 includes the legendary MD3 and MD4 multiband compressors as well as traditional analog signals.

Film 6000 holds the same 18 reverbs as Music 6000 plus a brand new 8-channel reverb, “Rev8.” Each frame even runs Rev8 twice, thereby comprising the industry’s first true 16-channel reverb, perfect for high channel cinema formats such as Dolby Atmos and Auro.

Also new is the AM6 Annoyance Radar Meter that complies with the TASA standard and is an essential tool strictly to the personal specifications of the legendary George Massenburg as well as VarsiPitch and Toolbox 5.1 to support surround productions.

Film 6000 holds the same 18 reverbs as Music 6000 plus a brand new 8-channel reverb, “Rev8.” Each frame even runs Rev8 twice, thereby comprising the industry’s first true 16-channel reverb. Film 6000 holds the same 18 reverbs as Music 6000 plus a brand new 8-channel reverb, “Rev8.” Each frame even runs Rev8 twice, thereby comprising the industry’s first true 16-channel reverb. Film 6000 holds the same 18 reverbs as Music 6000 plus a brand new 8-channel reverb, “Rev8.” Each frame even runs Rev8 twice, thereby comprising the industry’s first true 16-channel reverb.

Genelec Offers Two New SAM Models

Genelec (Booth 2639) is offering its 1237A and 1238A three-way Smart Active Monitors (SAM).

The 1237A and 1238A feature on-board intelligence that allows them to automatically adapt to their environment (by tuning the frequency response to compensate for acoustical room influences), as well as achieve perfect alignment of levels and distance compensation at the listening position. Both models can be either freestanding or flush-mounted. The flush versions benefit from a powerful AM6 Annoyance Radar Meter that complies with the TASA standard and is an essential tool strictly to the personal specifications of the legendary George Massenburg as well as VarsiPitch and Toolbox 5.1 to support surround productions.

The new models also feature Genelec’s ISS (Intelligent Signal Sensing) technology, which was developed to meet EU ErP Directives and the company’s own wider sustainability commitments. ISS minimizes energy waste and significantly reduces power consumption when items are left in standby mode by monitoring and disconnecting power supplies. However, if voltage swings are large enough to be considered above standard audio outputs, the product will continue to function. However, if voltage swings are large enough to be considered above standard audio outputs, the product will continue to function. However, if voltage swings are large enough to be considered above standard audio outputs, the product will continue to function. However, if voltage swings are large enough to be considered above standard audio outputs, the product will continue to function.

The ISS circuit is not finding any audio on the input for a period of time, ISS automatically puts the loudspeaker amplifier to a low-power sleep state where the loudspeaker will consume less than 0.5 watts of power. The 1237A, on display at Genelec’s booth, features a 12-inch (300mm) bass driver, five-inch (130mm) Genelec midrange driver and a one-inch (25mm) metal dome tweeter, where the mid- and high-frequency drivers are mounted in Genelec’s proprietary Directivity Control Waveguide (DCW), which allows the system to reproduce flat frequency response both on and off its acoustical axis, thereby allowing for a wider sweet spot.
Visit AES Booth #2526 and experience a new high in resolution.

You're invited to visit the Sony booth at AES to hear amazing audio quality for yourself. Sony's pro audio line-up includes an impressive array of products designed for field, stage, and broadcast applications. Try out the full line of wired and wireless mic systems, headphones, and field recorders, all designed for professionals.

And don't miss the new PCM-D100 High Resolution Audio (HRA) hand-held recorder that delivers the highest digital sound quality possible with the benefits of digital portability for live music events, theatrical performances, and electronic news gathering. The D100 is part of Sony's newly announced High Resolution Audio initiative that supports virtually every high resolution codec and file format.

sony.com/proaudio
First-Ever ‘Systems Sound Symposium’ Set for AES

The 135th Audio Engineering Society Convention is presenting the first comprehensive look at one of professional audio’s most robust market sectors. Sponsored by Systems Contractor News, the SCN Systems Sound Symposium, will bring together leaders in the business of installed AV, with an emphasis on how installed sound is expanding the professional audio industry. Running from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday, October 20, 2013, the SCN Systems Sound Symposium is a full day of panel sessions finely tuned to offer real-world experience and practical knowledge about the most pertinent AV business and technology trends of today. Four in-depth panel discussions will address the opportunities and issues affecting business growth and profitability in the near and long term. AV integrators, consultants and others in attendance will benefit from a program featuring relevant topics with compelling speakers that are changing the commercial audio business. The Systems Sound Symposium is open to all Exhibits-Plus badge-holders (free with registration in advance).

The panel topic and presenter line-up for the SCN Systems Sound Symposium represents the many diverse aspects of installed sound. Topics include:

- Big in NYC—How the Metro Area’s Premier AV Installations Influence the Industry, which will feature AV integrators, consultants and manufacturers in a discussion moderated by Felix Robinson of AVI-SPL, examining how top-level sound systems in churches, performing arts venues, retail outlets, restaurants, stadiums, houses of worship, and boardrooms in the Big Apple represent the cutting-edge of systems implementation.
- The Practicability of Networked Audio in Permanent Installations, featuring presentations from Lee Minich, Lab X Technologies/AVeU Alliance; Kevin Gross, AYA Networks; Josh Evans, Lab gruppen/Tannoy; and moderated by Karl Winikler, Lectrosonics.
- Beyond Background Music—Designing Sonically Driven Spaces, Production Wireless Systems: Tips and Tricks from the Experts including Sam Berkow, SIA Acoustics; David Schwartz, Essential Communications; Ben Bausher, JaffeHolden Acoustics; and moderated by Josh Evans, Lab gruppen/Tannoy.

The Recording Academy Producers & Engineers Wing (Booth 2749) is releasing an updated version of the influential, committee-created Master Delivery Recommendations white paper. Titled “Recommendation for Delivery of Recorded Music Projects (Including Stems and Mix Naming Conventions),” this updated document (also known as Rev. 51.09.27.13) reflects current recommended best practices for master media delivery and storage, along with new guidelines for delivery of audio mix stems and recording personnel credits.

Specifying the physical deliverables that are the foundation of the creative process, the underlying objective of this document is the understanding that it is in the interest of all parties involved to make recorded music projects accessible for both the short and long term. To that end, this document recommends reliable backup, delivery and archiving methodologies for current audio technologies, which should ensure that music will be completely and reliably recoverable and protected from damage, obsolescence and loss.

The Delivery Specifications Committee, consisting of leading producers, engineers, record company executives and others working primarily in Nashville, New York and Los Angeles, in conjunction with the AES Technical Committee on Studio Practices and others working primarily in churches, performing arts venues, retail outlets, restaurants, stadiums, houses of worship, and boardrooms in the Big Apple represent the cutting-edge of systems implementation.

The 2013 Delivery Specifications Committee was chaired by John Spence, president of BMS/Chace, Inc. and engineer/producer Jeff Balding. The newly-created Stems and Mix Naming Conventions section of the document was conceived and drafted by Balding. Other members of the 2013 Committee included Chuck Ainlay, Alston Booth, Barry Cardinael, Jim Kaiser, Kyle Lehning, George Massenburg, Pat McMon and Bil VornDick. Contributors to the Mix Stems subcommittee, chaired by Balding, also included Joe Ciccarelli, Jimmy Douglass, Alia Fahlgren, Ben Fowler, James McKinney, Nick Palladino, Dan Rudin and Eric Schilling.

NSEQ-4 Leads Millennia Showcase

Millennia's ultra-high performance award winning NSEQ-4 parametric equalizer along with the MADI-D and MADI-R for the HV-3D and HV-3R eight channel mic preamps are making their New York debut at Booth 453.

The NSEQ-4 introduces the world’s first (and only) all-discrete, true differential Class-A input buffer amplifiers and greatly improved 3rd generation FSA-03 all-discrete EQ amplifiers.

NSEQ-2 owners can have their units converted to the NSEQ-4 at the factory. Award winning producer/engineer Michael Bishop says: “The NSEQ4 has brought new meaning to ‘elegance’ in audio control and sound quality. Where the NSEQ2 was head and shoulders above many other parametric equalizers in musicality, control, and audio quality, the NSEQ4 has taken all those attributes to a new level. I ran a 2 vs 4 test with a solo piano recording. One channel only split to both the 2 and the 4 and returned back to the monitor. I set the same frequency on each EQ and pushed both units to the max at that frequency since I wanted to listen to what the worst case scenario might be. With piano, this would usually yield a hopeless result—even the slightest shortcoming will show in most any EQ unit when pushed this way. The NSEQ4 actually held up quite well to this sort of abuse! Additionally, I found the residual noise level of the NSEQ4 to be subjectively quite a bit lower than the NSEQ2."
NOW YOU CAN MIX IN THE BOX

BOOTH #2539
APLaudio.com
In Expansion Mode, Strange Weather Adds API 1608

With an API (Booth 2539) 1608 console, a jaw-dropping collection of analog equipment, and a straight-up rock ‘n roll recording vibe, Brooklyn’s Strange Weather studio is growing at an incredible rate. A move to a larger space with custom acoustical design by Wes Lachot of Wes Lachot Design is destined to help Strange Weather thrive in the years and decades to come.

In addition to Lachot’s accurate acoustic design and owner Marc Alan Goodman’s ever-growing collection of gear and his valued partner Daniel Schlett, the new space benefits from an expanded API 1608 analog console with 48 fully automated channels and 24 expansion slots for API 500 Series modules. But beyond the particulars, the studio’s greatest strength derives from the cohesion of its acoustical, electrical and creative environments.

“The most important component of a successful recording studio is the talent, and Marc is at the hub of a vibrant creative community,” Lachot says. “They have the songs, the instruments, and the performances that have the potential to become enduring recordings. After the talent, the acoustics are most important. That’s coming from an acoustic designer of course, but if the acoustics aren’t there, then the musicians don’t feel right and the performance suffers. The accuracy of the acoustics on both sides of the glass also impact how well a performance is captured and how well it translates. After the acoustics, the console is the next critical component because everything will travel through it multiple times.”

“I love the simplicity of the API 1608,” Goodman says. It has eight aux’s, eight busses, and no crazy routing. Unlike everything else that’s being made today, it’s not overbuilt. And of course the sound is very attractive, especially to our mostly rock-based clientele.”

Strange Weather studio in Brooklyn has added an API 1608 console to its expanded facility.

TASCAM Shows New DR-60D DSLR Recorder

TASCAM’s (Booth 2731) DR-60D is the new audio recording solution for on-set filmmakers and videographers using DSLR cameras. Until now, filmmakers have been using bulky audio recorders designed for music and trying to transform the inferior audio technology built-into DSLR Cameras. TASCAM has now designed an answer for pros and amateurs alike.

The DR-60D is a brand new four-track solid-state recorder utilizing TASCAM’s decades of experience. The recorder employs high-grade pre-amps, legendary D/A converters and a durable but lightweight structure and shape. This device will fit snugly under any camera or into any rig, and record up to 96kHz/24-bit high quality audio straight to SD/SDHC media. Filmmakers have at their disposal two quarter-inch-XLR Locking Combo MIC/LINE Inputs, 3.5mm Stereo MIC Input, Camera In, Camera Out, Line Out and Headphone Out. Both quarter-inch-XLR Combo Inputs supply +48V Phantom Power and the 3.5mm Input supplies Plug-In Power for microphones requiring a bias voltage.

The DR-60D is incredibly easy to use, employing TASCAM’s very popular user interface and external controls for every major operation. The body structure, soft-touch keys and dials are designed specifically to help eliminate handling noise. The multiple record modes including, 4-Channel Record, Auto Record and TASCAM’s Dual Record (the DR-60M, made popular on the DR-40) make the DR-60D one of the most versatile recorders on the market.

TASCAM has spent years perfecting the DR-60D for the DSLR Filmmaking market. Everything was thought of, from the Slate feature for marking tracks, the RC-10 Remote compatibility, the quality of its internal workings, the design, the controls and connectivity. To take it one step further and ensure the DR-60D as the DSLR Audio for Video Recorder of choice, TASCAM is releasing the product with an estimated street price of $399. This product will open doors, create possibilities and feed creativity.

Dj/Producer Sixma Swears by Lexicon Gear

Dutch DJ and Producer Mark Sixma has several chart-topping tracks to his name and other major DJ’s including Armin van Buuren, Hardwell, and DJ Tiesto have played his music. Currently signed to Armada Music, an award-winning label in The Netherlands, Sixma is touring and playing some of the largest dance festivals in the world. When he is packing his sonic suitcase Sixma includes Lexicon PCM Total Bundle reverb/effects plug-in.

“This bundle is my first Lexicon product. As I travel a lot, I usually prefer to work ‘in the box’ as much as possible,” explains Sixma. “Carrying around lots of hardware on tour wasn’t an option for me. Luckily there’s no need for that with the PCM Total Bundle.”

For Sixma the best aspect of Lexicon plugins is simply the quality of the sound. “I love how the plug-ins sound on vocals and traditional instruments like strings or piano. In fact I think they sound great on pretty much anything I throw at them.”

Additionally, the popular Dutch DJ relies on the Total Bundle’s cleverly programmed presets to quickly get the sound he is looking for, without impeding his creative process. Sixma also believes Lexicon surpasses other plug-ins with their capability to blend so well with the source.

Commenting on his favorite effect in the bundle, Sixma couldn’t decide, stating, “It’s hard to pick a favorite out of this bundle since all the plug-ins serve their purpose extremely well.”
HEAR REDNET AT AES BOOTH 2930

“I was blown away. The preamp is flat, and the phase coherence is perfect.”

Philip Reynolds – Systems Engineer, The Killers

For the front of house rig of The Killers’ world tour, a RedNet 1 and RedNet 4 perform a number of duties for Systems Engineer Philip Reynolds. His key responsibility is to set up the tour’s state-of-the-art sound system to perform as well as possible in venues across the globe. In order to do this, he uses audio analysis software coupled with a reference mic, to match the sound system response as closely as possible to the output of the front of house deck. RedNet handles all his inputs and outputs to facilitate that process, including the mic preamps for his highly sensitive audio test mic.

SYSTEM DETAILS: 1 x RedNet 4 (8 Channel Mic Pre) and 1 x RedNet 1 (8 Channel A-D / D-A)

“Set up time is tiny, and the bottom line is that it works and it sounds great. They’re the only things that matter.”
Matthew Weiner – Sound Recordist

“We just plug it in anywhere, and it just works. It sounds great too!”
John Crossley – University of Derby

Laptop concert recording
238 feet away

It’s not just in large-scale applications that RedNet shines. Matthew Weiner is a freelance sound recordist from New Jersey, USA who records lots of jazz and classical concerts, and uses a RedNet 2 to capture high-quality audio on his laptop recording system. Matthew’s rig consists of a rolling rack case with some ADAT enabled eight-channel mic preamps, a selection of mics, and a 238-foot reel of Cat 6 cable, enabling him to be a long distance from the stage if necessary. “The weight of that reel versus the 75-footsnake I used to rent is fractional, and it’s more than three times as long and has almost double the capacity!”

SYSTEM DETAILS: 1 x RedNet 2 (16 Channel A-D / D-A)

Quiet Virtual Soundcard
(Direct to laptop/8 channels)

New flexible studio across an existing network

RedNet’s rapid penetration into the audio industry has been far-reaching, and some of the earliest adopters have been educational facilities. The University of Derby, UK, chose RedNet in their impressive new recording studio facility. Using their existing Cat 6 networking infrastructure and a mixture of RedNet 1, 2, and 4 units, they’re able to record 24 channels of audio from anywhere within the Arts, Design and Technology building, straight into Pro Tools HD with RedNet 5. From their ground-floor auditorium, for example, students can track a live concert from their fully-equipped control room on the second floor. All they need to do is to connect their microphones to the portable RedNet 4 preamp rack, and patch a single Ethernet cable to an RJ45 socket in the wall.

SYSTEM DETAILS: 2 x RedNet 1 (8 Channel A-D / D-A)
3 x RedNet 4 (8 Channel Mic Pre)
2 x RedNet 5 (32 Channel HD Bridge)
2 x RedNet PCIe Cards

Focusrite’s Finest Sound. Networked.

For more information about RedNet visit: www.focusrite.com/rednet
Email: Rednet-usa@focusrite.com
Or call: (310) 221-4107

Pre-Tools® HD is a trademark or registered trademark of Avid Technology, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries.
AKG Launches K812 Reference Headphones

AKG (T1) is featuring its new K812 reference headphones, the completely new open-back design optimized for pristine and natural sound.

The K812 offers an oversized 53mm driver for the highest dynamic range ever in an AKG headphone. Its flat-wire voice coil extends sounds beyond the limits of human hearing, hitting a full spectrum of frequencies. Each K812 is built for comfort with an auto-adjustable headband and extremely soft velour ear pads to ensure comfort in any application, for extended periods of time.

“The AKG K812’s are not only our newest reference headphones, but they are the very pinnacle of technological innovation to which we’ve aspired in our 65 years of innovation,” states Kent Iverson, director of Marketing and Product Development, AKG. “K812 is the result of an intensive 5-year research and development program to achieve, as near as possible, the perfect headphone. The level of technology and engineering invested in K812 exceeds the industry standard, resulting in truly the best sounding headphones AKG has ever released.”

Cloud Cloudlifter Goes To the Rack

Cloud Microphones is at Booth 3031 unveiling its new CL4 rack-mount Cloudlifter array. Housed in a rugged steel enclosure, the CL4 can process up to four XLR feeds simultaneously, making it ideal for live and broadcast applications as well as professional and project studios.

Based on Cloud’s award-winning Cloudlifter technology that converts phantom power into up to 25 dB of ultra-clean gain for low output dynamic and ribbon mics, the CL-4 solves problems posed by noisy preamps, and can be used to drive stronger, cleaner signals over longer XLR cable runs. The single rack space unit is simple and compact, featuring four rear-mounted sets of balanced XLR inputs and outs.

“We’ve had an almost constant demand for rack-mounted Cloudlifters for years now,” says company founder Rodger Cloud. “It’s great to finally be able to accommodate those requests.”
Studer Adds Lexicon Effects to Vista 1 Platform

Studer (T1) is building upon the acclaimed Vista 1 digital mixing console platform and showing its commitment to supporting existing customers with the addition of world-class Lexicon effects through an integrated VistaFX engine. Adding world-class Lexicon effects is a significant step in enhancing the Vista 1 console’s capabilities, particularly for live and theatrical production environments.

Studer has enhanced its Vista1 platform with world-class Lexicon effects through an integrated VistaFX engine.

Waves Audio Upgrades WLM Loudness Meter

Waves Audio (Booth 2839) is featuring several new features and improvements to its 2012 TEC Award-winning WLM Loudness Meter plugin.

New WLM features include:

- **Gain**: To help correct loudness levels, the new Gain function enables users to get as close as possible to the target.
- **Trim**: Calculates the difference between the long-term and the target. By clicking the Trim button, the Gain fader automatically adjusts itself to the desired target level (in increments of maximum 12 dB).
- **Limiter**: Featuring a gain reduction meter and a peak value display, the Limiter works prior to the True Peak meter. Threshold is taken from the True Max parameter and does not include make up gain.

In Audio Suite, Long Term results can now be viewed without the measurement display reverting to its default setting.

Available Lexicon FX types include, Reverbs, Chorus/Flanger, Delay, Resonance, Reverse Pitch Shift/Pitch Effects, with hundreds of different presets available with up to 16 adjustable parameters per preset.
Lewitt Features New MTP Live Series Mics

At Booth 3058, the Austrian based microphone producer Lewitt is featuring two new MTP Live Series flagship models ready for testing: the MTP 940 CM condenser microphone and the dynamic MTP 840 DM.

The MTP 940 CM boasts comprehensive features and settings typically found only in today’s finer reference studio condenser microphones. Three switchable polar patterns—wide cardioid, cardioid and super cardioid—allow for maximum flexibility when dealing with a diverse range of sources and environments. A three-position high-pass filter makes it possible to directly influence the proximity effect, adapting it in the best-possible way to the sound source. Additionally, the three-position pre-attenuation pad guarantees clip-free results even in extremely high SPL environments.

The externally biased large-diatophragm capsule of the MTP 940 CM offers an impressive 135 dB dynamic range. Due to its high headroom and Lewitt’s own, patent pending, Direct Coupling circuit design, the MTP 940 CM delivers an ultra-low self-noise level of just 9 dB. This makes the MTP 940 CM ideal for not only live situations, but also in the studio, whenever the goal is to create a live atmosphere with the highest degree of acoustic precision.

Excellent transient response, refined electronics and superior capsule design make the MTP 840 DM, Lewitt’s second new performance microphone, a professional tool for onstage use. A three-step high-pass filter directly influences the proximity effect, allowing adaptation of the character of the mic to an individual artist’s requirements and tastes.

Lewitt’s MTP 940 CM condenser microphone

Sonnox, Fraunhofer Team on Codec Toolbox

Musicians, DJs, producers and engineers seeking an affordable solution to encode music for the web can now rely on the new Codec Toolbox. A collaboration between innovative plug-in developer Sonnox (Booth 2921) and mp3 creator Fraunhofer IIS, (Booth 2644) Codec Toolbox offers real-time codec auditioning, metadata editing and batch encoding.

Sonnox sales and marketing manager Nathan Eames explains, “The impact made by the Pro-Codec on the professional mastering world convinced us that today’s generation of independent producers, engineers and artists need their music to sound great in every format. The Codec Toolbox uses high quality codecs from Fraunhofer and Apple to ensure that every mix sounds as good online as it does in the studio.”

Codec Toolbox is comprised of two applications: the Toolbox Plug-In, for real-time mix auditioning through various codecs; And, the Toolbox Manager, for encoding and adding metadata. A “clip safe” function ensures clean encoded files, as the software auto-compensates for any overs during the encode process.

The Codec Toolbox is available to try for 15 days or to purchase at www.sonnox.com/codectoolbox.
Gefen Shows New Modular Matrix Switchers for HDMI

Digital connectivity solutions provider Gefen (Booth 2631) now supplies two new modular matrix switches for HDMI that include Extra Long Range (ELR) signal extension for access to different audio/video sources located in different rooms.

The GefenPRO 16x16 and 32x32 Modular Matrixes for HDMI w/HDCP offer cross-point routing of one or more sources to one or all connected displays with HDCP compliance. The 16x16 Modular Matrix supports up to 16 sources and 16 displays. For high-end homes or commercial venues, the 32x32 Modular Matrix w/ HDCP supports a much wider range of sources and displays. Both include Gefen’s FST (Fast Switching Technology) to significantly improve the HDCP authentication process and minimize picture loss during switching.

The modular enclosures allow users to customize their outputs in increments of eight outputs. Options include eight HDMI outputs or eight ELR outputs that use HDBaseT to deliver HDMI and bi-directional IR up to 330 feet (100m) using a single CAT-5 cable per display. Resolutions up to 1080p full HD are supported along with multi-channel audio and bi-directional IR to allow remote control of all sources and displays from the extended location. Both matrixes support 3DTV pass-through content, 12-bit deep color and 7.1 channel lossless audio formats such as Dolby TrueHD and DTS Master Audio.

Radial Engineering Ltd. (Booth 2573) is introducing the StageBug SB-5 Sidewinder Laptop direct box, a DI designed for quick deployment on busy stages and for the fast-paced environment of the AV system tech. According to Radial President Peter Janis: “With so many productions now using computers, we felt that the time had come to bring out an additional solution to our range. The StageBug SB-5 Sidewinder is unique in that it has an integral cable and storage cleat which makes it easy to deploy and impossible to lose the cable! Also think the super compact design will be of particular benefit to the audio/video tech. These guys travel with their own service kits and having a ready solution in the work case will certainly be welcomed.”

The SB-5 features an integral 1.5 meter (5 foot) cable wired with a 3.5mm (1/8) connection for laptops, tablets and personal music players that is secured in place with a compression fitting. The cable is neatly wrapped and safely stored away using the sidewinder cable cleat. Connection from the source device is usually done using headphone output. Inside the SB-5, two transformers deliver full stereo operation. The transformers perform the balancing while assisting in reducing noise by isolating the input from the output to eliminate hum and buzz caused by ground loops. A ground lift switch at the output further advantages noise suppression. Should a device with an extra high output be encountered, the -15dB input pad is activated to reduce sensitivity and prevent overload distortion.

CharterOak’s Deming Leads SCL-1 Workshop

CharterOak (Booth 315) president Michael Deming is presenting his popular workshop “Intelligent Compression in the Analog Domain” as part of the AES Conventions Knowledge Center Seminar. The seminar is scheduled for today, Saturday, from 2:30 p.m. at the Javits Center, Room 1E03.

Deming will discuss concepts and design criteria behind the multi-award nominated SCL-1 Compressor Limiter, which resulted in its remarkable transparency, and natural sound, making it one of the hottest music production and voice processors on the market today. This is a unique opportunity to learn directly from the brand’s visionary. Deming’s twenty-plus years of experience as an end user influences CharterOak’s product design as well as makes for colorful and informative conversation.

Line 6, Earthworks Partner on Digital Wireless Mic

Line 6, Inc. is introducing V75-40V, a new wireless microphone/transmitter that combines industry-leading Line 6 digital wireless technology with the renowned Earthworks (Booth 2739) WL-40 premium hyper-cardioid capsule. Designed for use with Line 6 XD-V75 systems, V75-40V delivers stunning performance and unmatched sound quality, representing a new standard in digital wireless performance.

“We’re pleased to partner with Earthworks, an industry leader in high-definition microphones,” says Max Gutnik, VP of products, Line 6. “Together we’ve created a digital wireless microphone that delivers performance previously found only in the highest quality wired studio microphones.”

“The Line 6’s expertise and experience in digital wireless coupled with Earthworks’ precision microphone technology, stemming from our measurement background, lends itself to a superior product for the live sound and worship markets,” says Heidi Robichaud, president/CEO, Earthworks.

Designed to deliver studio-quality performance to the wireless world, the premium hand-tuned and tested capsule from Earthworks features lightning-fast impulse response, high SPL handling and a wide frequency range. A textbook-perfect hyper-cardioid polar pattern conveys exceptional detail and nuance. The result is incredible vocals that require little to no EQ.

The Line 6 XD-V system is the only wireless platform that can transmit the exceptional frequency range of the premium hand tuned and tested WL40 capsule from Earthworks. Featuring 24-bit precision for a full frequency response, exceptional dynamic range and no compression or expansion, the signal from Line 6 digital wireless systems is so clear and strong that it sounds and performs like a wired microphone.

Radial Engineering’s StageBug SB-5 Sidewinder Laptop direct box
Qu-16 takes compact digital mixing to a new level with innovative design and exceptional functionality combining to create a superb professional mixing experience. Brimming with all the features you’d expect from a top of the range digital console and incorporating technologies pioneered on our GLD and iLive digital mixing systems, Qu-16 has the power and pedigree to deliver class-leading audio performance. Whether you’re switching from analogue or updating your digital desk, it’s time to experience the new digital with Qu-16.

Qu-16 includes:
- MOVING FADERS: Motorised faders provide total recall of mix levels, giving full benefit from the scene recall system and ensuring the fader is always in the right position even when switching between the layers.
- RECALLABLE PREAMP: Our-16 packs sixteen crystal clear Analogue/DAW total recall pad-less preamps, optimised for transparency and low harmonic distortion.
- Qu-Drive: An integrated USB recorder allowing multitrack recording and playback from an external USB drive.
- TOUCH CONTROL: Qu-16’s high resolution, full colour touch screen and the intuitive touch control interface provide easy access to channel processing, the FX rack and all setup and system management controls.
- INTEGRATED USB DRIVE: Qu-16’s built-in USB drive allows for multitrack recording and playback.
- PERSONAL MIXING SYSTEM: Qu-16 is compatible with Allen & Heath’s ME Personal Mixing System, allowing performers to control their own monitor mix.
- A live Pad app gives instant wireless control of the mix, so you can tweak the mix as you go, adjust the mix from the stage, and even mix the show from the audience.

For more information email or call:
info@AmericanMusicAndSound.com | 800.431.2500
A-T Displays AT202USB+ Cardioid Condenser Mic

Audio-Technica (Booth 2723) is displaying its AT202USB+ Cardioid Condenser USB Microphone. Equipped with a USB output, this microphone is designed for digitally capturing any acoustic audio source employing users’ favorite recording software without the need for additional outboard hardware interfaces. The AT202USB+ offers studio-quality articulation and intelligibility perfect for field recording, podcasting, voiceover use, ADR/Foley use and home studio recording.

The AT202USB+ features a built-in headphone jack with volume control that allows users to directly monitor their microphone signal in real time, and a built-in high-output internal headphone amplifier that delivers superior clarity. The microphone also offers mix control that can blend the microphone’s signal with pre-recorded audio (perfect for podcasting). The unit’s cardioid pickup pattern delivers excellent off-axis rejection, while its A/D converter, with a 16-bit 44.1/48 kHz sampling rate, ensures extremely articulate sound reproduction.

The microphone is compatible with Windows 8, 7, Vista, XP and Mac OS X. It is powered from a USB Bus and includes a tripod desk stand, stand mount, USB cable and soft protective carrying pouch.

Focusrite Makes Presence Felt at AES

Focusrite (Booth 2930) has a full itinerary of events at the 135th AES Convention, spotlighting its RedNet product line, its acclaimed range of Ethernet-networked audio interfaces based around the industry-standard Audinate Dante Ethernet audio networking system. Convention attendees will experience RedNet first hand and see why RedNet units are becoming the go-to network interface for recording, house-of-worship, live sound and education market sectors.

At the Focusrite booth, attendees can see the full range of RedNet interfaces up close and in action — showcasing RedNet’s seamless interoperability with Pro Tools|HDX, MADI, and other Dante-enabled products. Focusrite product specialists will be on hand, demonstrating RedNet’s functionality and flexibility using simple, cost-effective Ethernet technology.

Additionally, Focusrite will be holding a series of in-depth RedNet demonstrations in its private Audio Demo Room, 2D02, where attendees can hear RedNet’s superior sound quality first hand. Sponsored by Focusrite and GC Hills Industries, then mix and mingle through the night away with industry professionals at the very studio where some of the most seminal hip-hop records were recorded.

Shevy Shovlin, creator of the annual Afterglow and Vintage King’s director of Partner Marketing and PR, states, “Each year our AES party gets bigger and better. In this fifth annual Afterglow, we are excited to be adding daytime demonstrations from our manufacturer sponsors Vintage King Audio is hosting the 5th annual triumphant return of Afterglow, the premier recording industry after-party during the 2013 AES Convention. This year a day of demos and an evening bash will be held at the legendary Chung King Studios, known around the world as “The Abbey Road of Rap.”

AES attendees are invited to step into the legendary Chung King Studios throughout the day for exclusive demo sessions presented by Afterglow sponsors Mojave, Rode, Waves, Ocean Way Recording, Waves, Barefoot Sound and Shadow Hills Industries, then mix and mingle the night away with industry professionals at the very studio where some of the most seminal hip-hop records were recorded.

Shevy Shovlin, creator of the annual Afterglow and Vintage King’s director of Partner Marketing and PR, states, “Each year our AES party gets bigger and better. In this fifth annual Afterglow, we are excited to be adding daytime demonstrations from our manufacturer sponsors Focusrite’s RedNet 1-6 units and RedNet PCIe card located away from the convention floor for optimal listening. Allen Sides, a GRAMMY Award-winning producer, engineer and mixer, and who founded Ocean Way Recording, will lead the demonstrations. Attendees may even bring their own Pro Tools files to play back.

Focusrite is also serving as a proud sponsor of two key events at the convention: the AES Project Studio Expo and the Networked Audio Track. The Project Studio Expo, created in partnership with Sound On Sound, brings together for professional training on topics ranging from acoustics and small spaces to microphone placement, mixing, and mastering. The Networked Audio Track is a set of presentations, tutorials and papers offering a comprehensive examination of the ongoing fundamental shift in networked audio.
‘Breaking Bad’ Goes Wireless with Lectrosonics

AMC’s pop culture phenomenon Breaking Bad went totally wireless in its final season, using all of its wireless microphone technology from Rio Rancho, NM-based Lectrosonics.

Darryl L. Frank, CAS is the show’s wireless technician and brought his 30-plus-year’s experience under his belt. Frank has an impressive track record ranging from TV and film to documentaries and reality shows and knows how to capture sound in the field. His Lectrosonics gear lineup includes SMa and SM Super-miniature beltpack transmitters, LMa beltpack transmitters, UCR-710 receivers, and a Lectrosonics SRb Dual-Channel Slot Mount ENG Receivers, all of which employ Lectrosonics’ highly regarded Digital Hybrid Wireless technology.

“I’ve been using Lectrosonics equipment for a good 20 years,” says Frank. “During this time, I’ve used a huge amount of their equipment because it delivers the audio performance, the flexibility, and the reliability I need to get the job done. With Breaking Bad, I’m working primarily with the SMa and SM transmitters, of which I have seventeen, as well as my seventeen UCR41a receivers. I recently added four SRb slot mount receivers and they, like all the gear, have been terrific. For IFB, I use the company’s T4 IFB transmitters and R1a receivers. My equipment setup also includes the SNAn600 dipole antennas, the ALP-500 shark fin antenna, and the LectroRM remote app for the iPhone.”

“Breaking Bad is a totally RF show,” Frank continued. “There are no cabled mics used at all. The New Mexico desert is a pretty inhospitable environment for cables, so the Lectrosonics equipment does it all.”

Sony’s New Portable Headphone Amp

Sony’s (Booth 2526) PHA-1 Portable Headphone Amplifier is designed for audio professionals requiring a portable two-channel high resolution DAC combined with a high-quality headphone amplifier. The PHA-1’s micro USB port is USB audio compatible (96 kHz/24bit) and it supports asynchronous transfer mode. The amplifier doesn’t require additional device drivers for use with a Mac or PC.

The PHA-1 portable headphone amplifier is ideal for use with professional headphones, such as Sony’s MDR-7506, MDR-7510 or MDR-7520 studio headphones. The portable headphone amp provides 125mW + 125mW @ 24 ohms. Supported headphone impedances are 8 - 600 ohms. Micro USB (type B) can be connected with a PC or MAC without installing a unique device driver and operates using USB bus power. Maximum audio sample rate and resolution is 96 kHz/24 bit.

The PHA-1 includes a built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery that is charged by USB; charge time is about 4.5 hours, charging occurs when the PHA-1 is powered off. Battery life is 10 hours using the analog input or 5 hours when connected with an iPod/iPhone/iPad device. The headphone amp includes a front panel volume control and it’s constructed in a durable aluminum enclosure with zinc alloy cast bumpers to minimize external interference and protect the volume control during portable use. A side panel gain switch supports use with both high and low impedance headphones.

Supplied accessories include four cables and four silicone belts for fastening a connected device onto the PHA-1. Supplied cables include a micro-USB cable (for USB connection with a PC/Mac), a 30-pin USB cable (for connection with iPod/iPhone/iPad), an audio cable, plus a stereo 1/8-inch mini to 1/8-inch mini cable.

TRIAD-ORBIT Shows Pro-Caliber Mounts for iOS Devices

TRIAD-ORBIT 1 and 2 mounts for Apple iPad and iPhone offer the first dedicated professional platform for these iOS-powered devices. TRIAD-ORBIT Advanced Microphone Stand Systems represent a quantum leap in the evolution of the microphone stand. Every industry-standard component, from stand bases to mic clips, was analyzed and reinvented to realize a singular objective: precise mic placement without compromise. TRIAD-ORBIT microphone stands and components are making their global debut at Booth 2169.

“Digital files displayed on the iPad are quickly replacing conventional paper sheet music, chord and lyric charts on stages and in studios around the world,” says Marty Harrison, Sr. VP of ACCESS Products Group, parent company of TRIAD-ORBIT. “iORB: Mic Nyx Bi features an exclusive MICRO stainless steel ball swivel mechanism for an unparalleled range-of-motion, along with the BObviously Quick-Change Coupler for instant connectivity to all T-O stands and booths or conventional stands equipped with IO-R retrofit couplers. The result is rock-steady stability and precise positioning of iPads and iPhones for viewing the text, recording audio and video or remote control of application in any performance setting. With iORB, the world of iOS mobile computing is always at your fingertips.”

iORB mounts feature spring-loaded frames that gently but securely capture tablets and phones and Cam

TRIAD-ORBIT’s Orbit 2 dual orbital boom and iOrbit 1 iPad holder

In order to mix the award-winning production, MPT had to accommodate 36 mic inputs in the studio. In total, there were more than 60 channels to mix, a difficult task for one person. To overcome that challenge, MPT used both of its Alpha 40-fader consoles, with two operators per console responsible for 20 faders each. One console handled all of the vocal tracks, while the other handled all of the instrument, tape rolls, host, and a submix from the vocal console, which were mixed together to create the broadcast feed. In addition, MPT routed each channel out to the Studio A pre-fader (with no EQ or dynamics) for the front-of-house and monitor mixer.

Calrec Gear, Support Key to MPT Emmy Award

Longtime Calrec (Booth 2939) customer Maryland Public Television (MPT) has won an Emmy Award for Outstanding Audio from the National Capital Chesapeake Bay Chapter of the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences for its mix of “America’s Veterans: A Musical Tribute,” an hour-long concert that was broadcast live on Maryland Public Television in Fall 2012. The show, featuring The United States Air Force (USAF) Band and the Singing Sergeants with guest stars Ruben Studdard and Anthony Kearns, was mixed live to air using two identical Calrec Alpha digital consoles, while a Calrec Hydra box provided additional I/O.

Sony’s (Booth 2526) PHA-1 Portable Headphone Amplifier is designed for audio professionals requiring a portable two-channel high resolution DAC combined with a high-quality headphone amplifier. The PHA-1’s micro USB port is USB audio compatible (96 kHz/24bit) and it supports asynchronous transfer mode. The amplifier doesn’t require additional device drivers for use with a Mac or PC.

The PHA-1 portable headphone amplifier is ideal for use with pro headphones, such as Sony’s MDR-7506, MDR-7510 or MDR-7520 studio headphones. The portable headphone amp provides 125mW + 125mW @ 24 ohms. Supported headphone impedances are 8 - 600 ohms. Micro USB (type B) can be connected with a PC or MAC without installing a unique device driver and operates using USB bus power. Maximum audio sample rate and resolution is 96 kHz/24 bit.

The PHA-1 includes a built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery that is charged by USB; charge time is about 4.5 hours, charging occurs when the PHA-1 is powered off. Battery life is 10 hours using the analog input or 5 hours when connected with an iPod/iPhone/iPad device. The headphone amp includes a front panel volume control and it’s constructed in a durable aluminum enclosure with zinc alloy cast bumpers to minimize external interference and protect the volume control during portable use. A side panel gain switch supports use with both high and low impedance headphones.

Supplied accessories include four cables and four silicone belts for fastening a connected device onto the PHA-1. Supplied cables include a micro-USB cable (for USB connection with a PC/Mac), a 30-pin USB cable (for connection with iPod/iPhone/iPad), an audio cable, plus a stereo 1/8-inch mini to 1/8-inch mini cable.

Sony’s (Booth 2526) PHA-1 Portable Headphone Amplifier is designed for audio professionals requiring a portable two-channel high resolution DAC combined with a high-quality headphone amplifier. The PHA-1’s micro USB port is USB audio compatible (96 kHz/24bit) and it supports asynchronous transfer mode. The amplifier doesn’t require additional device drivers for use with a Mac or PC.

The PHA-1 portable headphone amplifier is ideal for use with pro headphones, such as Sony’s MDR-7506, MDR-7510 or MDR-7520 studio headphones. The portable headphone amp provides 125mW + 125mW @ 24 ohms. Supported headphone impedances are 8 - 600 ohms. Micro USB (type B) can be connected with a PC or MAC without installing a unique device driver and operates using USB bus power. Maximum audio sample rate and resolution is 96 kHz/24 bit.

The PHA-1 includes a built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery that is charged by USB; charge time is about 4.5 hours, charging occurs when the PHA-1 is powered off. Battery life is 10 hours using the analog input or 5 hours when connected with an iPod/iPhone/iPad device. The headphone amp includes a front panel volume control and it’s constructed in a durable aluminum enclosure with zinc alloy cast bumpers to minimize external interference and protect the volume control during portable use. A side panel gain switch supports use with both high and low impedance headphones.

Supplied accessories include four cables and four silicone belts for fastening a connected device onto the PHA-1. Supplied cables include a micro-USB cable (for USB connection with a PC/Mac), a 30-pin USB cable (for connection with iPod/iPhone/iPad), an audio cable, plus a stereo 1/8-inch mini to 1/8-inch mini cable.
Buffalo State Installs Unique Yamaha AFC System

SUNY College at Buffalo recently installed a Yamaha (Booth 2623) AFC (Active Field Control) system in its 200-seat Ciminelli Recital Hall. AVL Design of Penfield, N.Y. designed the initial system with installation assistance from subcontractor AV Solutions (Rochester, N.Y.) and engineers from Yamaha Japan completed the final AFC design, and with assistance from colleague Steve Seable, completed system tuning in late August. Brian Wittmer, head of the College’s facilities department, functioned as project manager.

“The recital hall is located in a section of an existing building that had limited height,” states AVL’s Seth Waltz. The room also expanded during design and became quite long. Room design was targeted to provide a diffuse sound field, but even with our best efforts, it was apparent from the model that the design would not allow extended low frequency warmth or sound lateral energy in the back of the room due to the limited cubic volume and length of the space. The length of the room was also challenging, as we wanted the experience in the rear seats to mimic the front sections. The Yamaha AFC System was introduced to allow tuning for RT60 as well as added ER (early reflection) and lateral ER to the rear of the room, which would be missing due to the length.”

The AFC3 system designed specifically for the Ciminelli Recital Hall includes four permanent microphones, 38 speakers plus two subwoofers. Some of the speakers serve multiple purposes, being AFC speakers when in AFC mode, and being part of the hall’s 7.1 Surround system when in that mode. The original design included four AFC2 processors, but after the release of AFC3, the school opted to upgrade two of the AFC units to AFC3. In total, there are five AFC units, five IPA8200 amplifiers, three Dante cards, and one AD8HR mic preamp. The school was very interested in being able to route signals to individual speakers for their electronic music program so the Dante cards were added to the AFC units to allow them to route signals that would be mixed with the AFC signals and output to any of the individual AFC speakers they may select.

Genelec Features 8000 Series Monitors

Genelec is displaying models from its 8000 Series (including the analog 8000 models and DSP 8200 models) at Booth 2639. The 8000 Series represents the culmination of Genelec’s 35 years of experience in loudspeaker design and development. Suitable for a wide variety of tasks, including near-field monitoring, mobile production facilities, broadcast control rooms and surround-sound monitoring systems, the range produces high SPL output, low coloration and broad bandwidth in a small enclosure size. The 8000 Series includes the analog 8020C, 8030B, 8040B, 8050B and 8130A models, as well as the DSP-enabled 8240A, 8250A and 8260A units, which are known by Genelec’s “SAM” (Smart Active Monitoring) classification. SAMs are Genelec active audio monitoring systems that also have the capability and intelligence enabling them to adapt automatically and flexibly to their acoustical environments through a set of proprietary tools.

Genelec’s 8000 and 8200 Models feature the following proprietary technologies: MDE Minimum Diffraction Enclosure: In order to improve frequency and power response, the 8000 Series’ enclosure, known as Minimum Diffraction Enclosure (MDE), is highly innovative, featuring rounded edges and gently curved front and sides. Advanced Genelec DCW: The revolutionary Directivity Control Waveguide provides extremely accurate control of the speaker’s directivity. This specially shaped, smooth surface is integrated with the enclosure, and its area has been maximized to achieve an astoundingly flat on-and off-axis frequency response. It provides a wide and consistent listening window, and minimizes harmful early room reflections and other colorations associated with conventional designs.

Low Distortion Drivers: The models’ drivers are designed for minimal distortion, a smooth response and maximum reliability. The crossover filtering complements each drive unit and gives a rapid and smooth transition between the drivers.

Sustainable die-cast aluminium structure: Genelec has developed a very stiff and sturdy yet thin and light die-cast aluminium enclosure. The cabinet wall curvature has been designed for the best rigidity-to-weight ratio and optimal damping to minimize wall resonances.

Antelope Spotlights Orion32 Interface

At Booth 3139 Antelope Audio is featuring its Orion32, a 32-channel AD/DA converter with MADI and USB interfaces and a precise master clock, bringing extreme quality and flexibility to your recording rig. Outfitted with Antelope’s acclaimed Acoustically Focused Clocking and high-speed USB connection, the Orion32 delivers 32 channels of pristine 192kHz digital audio to and from your computer. With 32 channels of analog I/O, plus 16 channels of ADAT optical I/O and two channels of S/PDIF, the Orion32 is one fully equipped audio interface, bringing total setup flexibility, controlled via a powerful onboard routing and mixing engine.

Whether it’s a bare-bones location recording setup or a complex multimedia production house, Antelope Audio’s Orion32 is the perfect centerpiece for your rig.

Check out Antelope’s demo at AES, showing a complete recording system based around the Orion32 and take the opportunity to meet and talk to special guests Jimmy Douglass and Michael Brauer.

Spotlights Interface

Intimate Cozy Whitney Hall at Booth 1147. Live sound engineer John Melcer recently installed Genelec’s 8000 Series’ enclosure, known as Minimum Diffraction Enclosure (MDE), which is highly innovative, featuring rounded edges and gently curved front and sides. Advanced Genelec DCW: The revolutionary Directivity Control Waveguide provides extremely accurate control of the speaker’s directivity. This specially shaped, smooth surface is integrated with the enclosure, and its area has been maximized to achieve an astoundingly flat on-and off-axis frequency response. It provides a wide and consistent listening window, and minimizes harmful early room reflections and other colorations associated with conventional designs.

Low Distortion Drivers: The models’ drivers are designed for minimal distortion, a smooth response and maximum reliability. The crossover filtering complements each drive unit and gives a rapid and smooth transition between the drivers.

Sustainable die-cast aluminium structure: Genelec has developed a very stiff and sturdy yet thin and light die-cast aluminium enclosure. The cabinet wall curvature has been designed for the best rigidity-to-weight ratio and optimal damping to minimize wall resonances.

Sunrise and Sunset at Booth 2012. Genelec recently installed Genelec’s 8000 Series’ enclosure, known as Minimum Diffraction Enclosure (MDE), which is highly innovative, featuring rounded edges and gently curved front and sides. Advanced Genelec DCW: The revolutionary Directivity Control Waveguide provides extremely accurate control of the speaker’s directivity. This specially shaped, smooth surface is integrated with the enclosure, and its area has been maximized to achieve an astoundingly flat on-and off-axis frequency response. It provides a wide and consistent listening window, and minimizes harmful early room reflections and other colorations associated with conventional designs.

Low Distortion Drivers: The models’ drivers are designed for minimal distortion, a smooth response and maximum reliability. The crossover filtering complements each drive unit and gives a rapid and smooth transition between the drivers.

Sustainable die-cast aluminium structure: Genelec has developed a very stiff and sturdy yet thin and light die-cast aluminium enclosure. The cabinet wall curvature has been designed for the best rigidity-to-weight ratio and optimal damping to minimize wall resonances.
Telefunken Features Full Line of Premium Mics

At Booth 3253, Telefunken Elektroakustik is showing its full line of premium microphones as well as showcasing its latest innovative models and ancillary products. For over a decade, the Telefunken lab team has continuously improved their craft to the highest production quality standards. The tagline, “Built to a standard, not to a price,” is far more than an advertising line; it is a company-wide mentality. Every step of production is performed to strict standards in both function and quality.

Telefunken produces some of the world’s finest microphones, from meticulously manufactured historic reproductions of classic vintage microphones that are hand-crafted in the USA, to the R-F-T series of microphones that take advantage of the globalization of technology. The company has developed a unique new diaphragm material called Alloy 2213, which is found in its CK-13 mic capsule. Telefunken offers a wide range of accessories and restoration parts, including a vacuum tube replacement for the original Telefunken VF14.

The Telefunken TEC Award-winning line includes the ELA M251E, U47, U48, C12, AK47MkII, AR-51, CU-29 “Copperhead,” and the ELA M260 tube mics, as well as the exceptional M80, M81 and the M82 dynamic microphones for live and studio performance. The company also produces premium XLR cables, vacuum tubes and historic microphone restoration parts.

New Pro Grade Headphones at TASCAM

TASCAM’s (Booth 2731) TH-2000 HEADPHONES are top of the line and provide a value that only TASCAM is able to reach. No matter what genre you prefer or what application you use them in, you’ll find in the TH-2000s such features as: powerful Bass response that adds energy to your audio; brilliant Mids that round out the mix; crystalline highs for a strong presence and clarity; comfort for hours of listening and use; durability for security and longevity; TASCAM quality, innovation and versatility.

TASCAM made a splash with the original, highly regarded TH-02 headphones and are now taking a step further with the TH-2000. The TH-2000’s will fit any musical genre of choice, lifestyle or profession. Share the trust that professionals and beginners alike have invested in the TASCAM brand since 1956.

Musical iPad

Saturday, 10 a.m. in the Knowledge Center
Presented by Thomas Rudolph and Vincent Leonard

Based on their forthcoming book from Hal Leonard Books (Booth 3056), Musical iPad: Performing, Creating, and Learning Music on Your iPad, educator/performer/composer Thomas E. Rudolph, Ed. D., and producer/composer Vincent Leonard present a session on the best iPad apps for music professionals and students and how to apply them to your musical life. Musical iPad: the book will be available this November.
special events

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19

11:30 a.m.—1:30 p.m.
PLATINUM PRODUCERS
Panelists: Jeff Jones, ROBOPOP, Dave Tozer
Participants will explore the artistic sensibilities they’ve nurtured, how they’ve expressed themselves in their work, and how that self-assurance and unique perspective has enabled their careers to flourish. Moderator: David Weiss, SonicScoop.

12:15 p.m.—1:15 p.m.
LUNCHTIME KEYNOTE: RESTORING PEGGY LEE’S CAPITOL RECORDS ALBUM ‘JUMP FOR JOY’
Jump for Joy, featuring Peggy Lee and arranged by Nelson Riddle, was one of the first records released by Capitol as a stereo LP. The year was 1959, the year the label first made stereo LPs available to the public, but this seminal album was never released in stereo on CD, only in mono. An assignment to master the original stereo mixes for digital release led to the discovery of a 54-year-old audio mystery. Had something gone awry at the original stereo mix date? This special event uses photos and high-resolution transfers of original session material to detail a surprising finding and the steps that were taken to reach back in time to restore the album for today’s audience as it was intended to be heard. Presenter: Alan Silverman, Artic Mastering. New York, NY/ NYU Steinhardt Dept. of Music Technology

2:30 p.m.—4 p.m.
GRAMMY SOUNDSTABLE
This educational and inspirational career retrospective will delve into the music, creativity, and vision of legendary 14-time GRAMMY Award winning producer/engineer/technologist Phil Ramone. For this retrospective we’ll go behind the scenes with colleagues, footage, and friends for an analysis of the wisdom and knowledge behind his achievements. Presenters: BJ Ramone, Elliot Scheiner

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20

11 a.m.—1 p.m.
THE STATE OF MASTERING—2013
Our Platinum Panelists will talk about the ramifications of State-of-Mastering in 2013 and what the future may hold. Moderator: Bob Ludwig, Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc., Portland, ME

12:30 p.m.—1:30 p.m.
LUNCHTIME KEYNOTE: STUDIO OF THE FUTURE: 2020–2050
A brief look at the evolution of audio electronics, a theory of innovation, and what the future may hold. Moderator: Ramone, Elliot Scheiner

2 p.m.—3 p.m.
SESSION PSE10: HOW TO CREATE, PRODUCE, AND DISTRIBUTE YOUR MUSIC COMPLETELY IN THE CLOUD

3 p.m.—4 p.m.
SESSION PSE12: TAKE YOUR STUDIO ON STAGE: LIVE PERFORMANCE WITH LAPTOPS, LOOPING PEDALS & OTHER STUDIO TECH

4 p.m.—5 p.m.
SESSION PSE13: ASK THE EDITORS

student and career development

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19

9 a.m.—11 a.m.
SPARS SPEED COUNSELING WITH EXPERTS—MENTORING ANSWERS FOR YOUR CAREER
This event is specially suited for students, recent graduates, young professionals, and those interested in career advice. Hosted by SPARS in cooperation with the AES Education Committee and G.A.N.G., career related Q&A sessions will be offered to participants in a speed group mentoring format. A dozen students will interact with 4–5 working professionals in specific audio engineering fields or categories every 20 minutes.

11 a.m.—12:30 p.m.
EDUCATION AND CAREER JOB FAIR

1 p.m.—2:15 p.m.
P.M.C STUDENT RECORDING CRITIQUES

5 p.m.—7 p.m.
RECORDING COMPETITION—PART 2

3 p.m.—4 p.m.
P.M.C STUDENT RECORDING CRITIQUES

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20

Noon—1:30 p.m.
STUDENT DELEGATE ASSEMBLY—PART 2

3 p.m.—4 p.m.
P.M.C STUDENT RECORDING CRITIQUES

For more information, visit the AES website at http://www.aes.org/events/135/students/

project studio expo

AES has a long history serving the recording community, from the early days of monophonic vinyl to today’s modern multichannel digital audio formats. The Project Studio Expo, created in partnership with Sound On Sound, brings the latest techniques, tools, and experts together for professional training on topics ranging from acoustics in small spaces to microphone placement, mixing, and mastering. The Project Studio Expo will be located on the show floor next to the exhibits. It is open to the public and is free if you register in advance.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19

11 a.m.—Noon
SESSION PSE7: IT WON’T SOUND RIGHT IF YOU DON’T HEAR IT RIGHT: STUDIO ACOUSTICS, MONITORING & CRITICAL LISTENING

Noon—1 p.m.
SESSION PSE8: KEEPING THE HUMAN ELEMENT IN THE DIGITAL AGE: WAYS TO KEEP MUSIC SOUNDING ALIVE AND INTERESTING

1 p.m.—2 p.m.
SESSION PSE9: LOUDNESS, LEVELS, AND METERING

2 p.m.—3 p.m.
SESSION PSE10: HOW TO CREATE, PRODUCE, AND DISTRIBUTE YOUR MUSIC COMPLETELY IN THE CLOUD

3 p.m.—4 p.m.
SESSION PSE12: TAKE YOUR STUDIO ON STAGE: LIVE PERFORMANCE WITH LAPTOPS, LOOPING PEDALS & OTHER STUDIO TECH

4 p.m.—5 p.m.
SESSION PSE13: ASK THE EDITORS
Award winning soprano saxophonist Jane Ira Bloom has always had a special feeling for ballads. The album features nine tunes from the American songbook classics including Gershwin’s “I Loves You Porgy,” Kern’s “The Way You Look Tonight,” Arlen’s “Out of This World,” Weill’s “My Ship,” Jimmy Van Heusen’s “Turn That Dream,” and Billie Holiday & Mal Waldron’s “Left Alone,” among others.

The album was recorded in 5.1 high-resolution Surround Sound at New York’s famed Avatar Studio B by renowned engineer Jim Anderson who also co-produced and pushed the envelope of how a jazz quartet could sound using 5.1 recording techniques. JIIB felt that “Surround” was a perfect match for the soprano sax because the sound doesn’t emanate directly from the bell of the horn, it radiates out in all directions from the instrument in a more diffuse way. The saxophone was literally surrounded by a satellite array of mics for the sessions, and JIB’s playing style was very well suited to the technique since she is always moving when playing.

Elysia (Booth 3126) is introducing its xfilter true stereo equalizer, the latest addition to its line of 19-inch rack-mounting hardware.

The xfilter is a true stereo equalizer with a 100 percent Class-A signal path, resulting in an exceptionally open boutique sound with flawless transient projection and solid punch. Processing single signals, creative sound shaping, mix bus duties, or even helping handle demanding mastering scenarios, those stunning sonic characteristics combine with a flexible feature set to make elysia’s newest hardware product the perfect fit for many mission-critical audio applications.

Central to that versatility is the xfilter’s high- and low-shelf bands’ unique ability to change the xfilter also provides two an opportunity for feedback on their hard work. The Student Recording Critiques are generously sponsored by PMC, and you get to hear your work on some amazing loudspeakers!

Moderator: Ian Corbett, Kansas City Kansas Community College, Kansas City, KS.

Young Guru, ‘The Era of the Engineer’

Revered as ‘The Sound of New York,’ Young Guru (Jay-Z, Alicia Keys, Rihanna, Beyoncé) possesses over a decade of experience in sound engineering and production for the acclaimed Roc-A-Fella Records & Def Jam Recordings. Through his lecture and demo series, #eraoftheengineer, Guru examines the recent emergence of a new generation of do-it-yourself engineers, analyzing and demonstrating what it means for the culture at large. There will be ample time for Q&A so this is your chance to ask Young Guru that question you always wanted to ask!!
Gefen Spotlights New Ultra HD 4K Splitters

Anyone interested in taking advantage of the latest 4K displays hitting the market will be interested in Gefen’s (Booth 2631) newest 4K solutions. A selection of Ultra HD splitters, switchers and matrixes offers support for resolutions up to 4K and can be easily integrated into a system supporting both 1080p and 4K resolutions.

Gefen ToolBox Splitters are ideal for sending one Ultra HD source to two, four or eight displays at the same time. HDCP compliance, 3D TV pass-through and Gefen Fast Switching Technology (FST) are included to stabilize the signal distribution. FST eliminates video loss when powering on/off displays in the same distributed system. The 1:2, 1:4 and 1:8 Splitters for HDMI 4K/2K come enclosed in a wall mountable frame that can be mounted near the source or behind the connected displays. Digital audio formats including Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio are also supported.

The Gefen ToolBox 4x1 Switcher for HDMI 4K/2K, IP, RS-232 or front panel selection. Gefen FST ensures HDCP compliant resolutions up to 4K are delivered with minimal latency. Support for lossless audio formats completes the feature set.

Cloud Microphones (Booth 3031) resurrects the spirit of the classic RCA Type 44 ribbon mic with the Cloud 44-A active ribbon microphone. Within the mic, the ribbon remains true to the original 44, handcrafted to the exact specifications first prescribed in the 1930s by RCA; however, everything else has been upgraded using state of the art materials, manufacturing processes and technology. Powered by Cloud’s award-winning ultra-clean Cloudlifter circuitry, the 44-A is an active ribbon mic with personality from the past plus all the robustness and clarity required for even the most demanding recording tasks.

Cloud's 44-A is the first (and only!) active ribbon microphone with switchable Voice/Music response curves, allowing fine control over proximity effect. The full range “Music” setting is the default for most applications, capturing nuanced source material with precise detail. Singers and VO artists can use the “Voice” setting to instantly tame plosives and undesirable low end associated with being close to the microphone, or for reducing intense low frequencies when using the mic to capture an instrument at close range where rumble or vibration noise may be present. Some vocalists and instrumentalists with higher ranges may prefer the fuller response that getting right up to the mic delivers, having the option of the proximity filter provides two distinct voicings, inviting the natural sound of a ribbon microphone to be used on a wide variety of new sources.
Waves Audio Launches SoundGrid Studio

Waves Audio (Booth 2839) now offers SoundGrid Studio, a suite of software applications for managing SoundGrid network components, enabling network configuration, device management, plugin chaining, routing and more.

SoundGrid Studio includes: SoundGrid ASIO/Audio Driver, which offers dynamic I/O mapping for the configuration of SoundGrid devices; eMotion ST, a low latency monitoring mixer which lets you send an audio signal from a SoundGrid device, through StudioRack inside your DAW, and out to your monitors, with super-low latency of only 0.8 milliseconds; eMotion ST specs include: eight multi-purpose mono/stereo input channels; two stereo FX Aux Bus/Return for either right- or left-side display; color gradient/ramp that are selectable for either right- or left-side display.

Sound Devices Enhances 664 Production Mixer

Sound Devices (at Gotham Sound and Communications, Booth 2738) is showcasing expanded recordability capabilities, along with greater flexibility and ease-of-use outdoors, for the company’s flagship 664 Production Mixer.

Sound Devices 664 features six ultra-low-noise, high-dynamic-range preamps that accept mic- or line-level signals and include analog peak limiters, high-pass filters, input trim control and direct outputs per channel. Featuring full analog audio paths for high-performance audio and superb power efficiency, the 664 also has numerous digital capabilities. Inputs 1 and 6 can be selected as AES31 or AES42 inputs for digital microphones, each with its own SRC for signal clarity in system clocking. The 664’s analog output compliment includes four output buses. The L and R buses are on balanced XLR, 10-Pin and TA-3M connectors and on unbalanced XLR for simple ENG setup with Pro Tools and other EUCON-enabled DAWs over simple Ethernet.

With version 1.05, 664 now offers users Monophonic Broadcast WAV file support, with the ability to record up to 10 tracks to two cards, with up to three seconds of record pre-roll. Existing 664 users can download version 1.05 for free by visiting http://www.sounddevices.com/download/664-firmware/.

Avid Unveils Future-Ready S6 Control Surface

Avid (Booth 3021) is unveiling a major new addition to its family of control surfaces for sound recording, mixing, and editing. Avid S6 is designed for audio professionals in the most demanding production environments, delivering the performance needed to complete projects faster while producing the best sounding mixes.

Built on the same proven technology that is core to the industry-leading ICON and System 5 product families, the Avid S6 enables mixers to quickly turn around complex projects while swiftly handling last-minute changes. With its unparalleled ability to simultaneously control multiple Pro Tools and other EUCON-enabled DAWs over simple Ethernet, S6 also speeds workflows and enables network collaboration on a single integrated platform. Avid S6 key features include: Revolutionary modular design—adapting to every stage of a user’s business, the S6 control surface can be customized with the addition of the modules needed to match current workflow. It can be horizontally and vertically scaled as the client base grows.

Superior ergonomics—A traditional, familiar console layout allows easy transition from previous systems. The multipoint touchscreen quickly and easily accesses plug-ins, large track counts, surround panning and more, while top-lit status knobs and high-resolution OLEDs add operational efficiency. Additional 12.1-inch displays on S6 M40 systems further enhance instant project overview by providing deep visual feedback on key items such as channel names, audio meters, routing, clip names, and scrolling waveforms. Ultimate recall enables quick location for last-minute mix changes.

Intelligent studio control—Compatible with Pro Tools and other popular EUCON-enabled DAWs, S6 enables detailed work on up to eight audio workstations simultaneously, as well as the ability to switch sessions in seconds from a single control surface across the facility. High-speed Ethernet connectivity makes it easy to reconfigure operations as business requirements dictate.

With version 1.05, 664 now offers users Monophonic Broadcast WAV file support, with the ability to record up to 10 tracks to two cards, with up to three seconds of record pre-roll. Existing 664 users can download version 1.05 for free by visiting http://www.sounddevices.com/download/664-firmware/.
TSL Products Address Loudness Challenges

TSL Products is featuring the PAM1 MK2 Precision Audio Monitor, the SAM1 MADI Studio Audio Monitor, and the PAM PiCo Five Audio and Loudness Meter at Booth 3261.

“Loudness continues to be at the forefront of the audio industry, with more and more audio regulations being enforced in the U.S. and across the globe,” says TSL managing director Chris Exelby. “These latest offerings to our line of audio monitoring further address these challenges, providing solutions for a variety of applications and skill sets.”

The PAM MK2 Precision Audio Monitor is suitable for a broad range of operational users in television production. It has the capability to provide accurate monitoring of a multitude of incoming audio signals, e.g. for breaking news or live sports presentations. The MK2 is significantly improved with an upgraded speaker system and two larger high-resolution 2.4-inch screens that can easily detect visual signal confirmation. Regular software updates ensure the PAM MK2 Precision Audio Monitor always complies with regional loudness legislation.

TSL Products’ SAM1 MADI Studio Audio Monitor delivers comprehensive visual and audio feedback for confidence monitoring within a MADI audio infrastructure. It provides users with immediate access to any combination of formats, including MADI, embedded HD-SDI, AES and analog sources in a mixed multichannel environment, delivering high quality assurance monitoring. The unit also has Ethernet capabilities, which allow control and configuration via the forthcoming TSL Remote Application. A USB connector and an SD card slot are provided for memory storage and system backup.

The PAM PiCo Five Audio and Loudness Meter is ideal for those who require easy-to-use, reliable, accurate and compact loudness metering. Similar in size to a smartphone, the meter keeps real-time logs of all relevant loudness parameters via the free PC based PiCo logging App.

Game Audio Track Focuses on Trends, Issues

The 135th Audio Engineering Society Convention is featuring a comprehensive Game Audio Track, focusing on audio trends and issues in the gaming industry. As the track’s co-chairs, industry veterans Michael Kelly and Steve Martz have assembled a compelling and highly inclusive series of panels, sessions and presentations that address the many dimensions of this complex sector of professional audio. These include multichannel game audio, 3D sound, sound effects, immersive game sound, the emotional components of game audio, and other key points.

This year’s Game Audio Track is going to be particularly fascinating, because of several key changes in the gaming industry,” observes Michael Kelly, who in addition to co-chairing the Game Audio Track is also director, Research and Development, for DTS and Chair of the AES’s Technical Committee on Audio for Games. Kelly, who has co-chaired the technical committee since 2004 with Steve Martz and jointly organized the convention activity since then, points out, “The games track at U.S. AES conventions has grown into a major event. This is the first time we’ve officially shared the chair for the games track, in order to keep on top of the planning. Undoubtedly, the biggest change in the larger industry this year will be the launch of new gaming consoles. That’s always an exciting event for any games track, and a lot of our events will be covering that. In particular, we have leaders from both Sony and Microsoft looking at where sound in games is going in the future. We’ve also got a strong focus on mobile and web-based gaming to reflect the significance of that sector of the games industry.”

Radial Engineering’s PreMax preamp/ EQ channel strip

Radial Engineering Ltd. (Booth 2573) is introducing the PreMax channel strip, a combination preamp and three-band equalizer module for the popular 500 series format. According to Radial sales manager Roc Bubel: “When we started building 500 series products our primary goal was to solidify the standard so that we would create a bunch of useful modules. We started with the Workhorse and mixer, a preamp, compressor and reaper. We now offer close to 20 different modules, each of which addresses a different market niche or price point. The latest in our series is the PreMax. This is designed to bring greater density and affordability to the 500 series format by combining a preamp and EQ into a single space module. And at a retail of $350, we are confident that the PreMax will provide several segments of the market with the performance and price point to suit their needs.”

The PreMax begins with a low-noise Op-Amp input coupled with Radial’s unique Accustate gain control that simultaneously sets the input sensitivity and signal gain to deliver ultra-quiet performance at all levels. Visual monitoring is supported with LEDs for signal and overload. The preamp then feeds a truline three-band shelving EQ for tone shaping. A front panel switch enables the user to bypass the EQ to compare the pre-post effect. This is augmented with a high-pass filter to eliminate low-end resonance that can cause a recorded track to sound muddy.
Women’s Audio Mission is a nonprofit organization dedicated to advancing women in music production and the recording arts. We provide training and access to cutting-edge audio gear in a world-class studio.

online training @ soundchannel.org

www.womensaudiomission.org

VISIT US AT BOOTH 3246
Product Design Track Balances Technology & Marketing

An increasingly popular AES event focused on new audio products, the Product Design Track (taking place all four days of the convention), assembled and moderated by Dan Foley, director of European sales for Audio Precision, will focus broadly on product design.

**SPARS to Honor Kaye, Teig**

Shirley Kaye and Dave Teig, who together were responsible for keeping the SPARS organization (Booth 2548) moving forward during the 1970s and 1980s, in pro audio production, with a special reception at 8 p.m. on Saturday, October 19 at Avatar Studios.

As far as most industry folks are concerned, Shirley Kaye was the only Executive Director SPARS had ever had. Yes, there were others, but for more than 20 years, the face of SPARS was Shirley Kaye.

Before assuming the reins of SPARS, Shirley And her husband Jesse owned a studio in South Florida called Coconuts Recording, an experience which led them to SPARS and a 20-plus-year career in the recording industry. Owing to Shirley’s tireless efforts, SPARS prospered and grew into a powerhouse association of recording studios, engineers, and producers. She turned over the management of SPARS in 2003 to spend more time with her husband and family.

Brooklyn-born Dave Teig’s first claim to fame was as a rabid New England Patriot and fan of the legendary linebacker Junior Seau. In high school he was a member of the All-City Radio Workshop, which at that time was the precursor to the modern radio broadcasting program. In 1947, Tiegel began his career in radio broadcasting, interrupted for two years of Army duty; upon his return to civilian life he was recruited by Weintraub to manage Bell Sound. During his tenure at Bell Sound, he was responsible for importing a top engineer from Abbey Road Studios, Malcolm Addy. He left Bell Sound in 1972 to become manager at Atlantic Studios.

Tiegel was involved with SPARS from its inception in 1979 as one of the original core group of founders. He served as the first secretary under the first president, Joe Tarsia, and was instrumental in setting up and hosting the monthly New York chapter meetings, which took place on the second floor of Gallagher’s Steak House on West 52nd Street. The meetings were sponsored by manufacturers and quickly became a popular event attracting many of the area’s recording practitioners.

**SSL Adds First Live Sound Console to Line**

Solid State Logic is introducing Live, the first SSL console for live sound production, at Booth 2821. The Live combines SSL’s signature audio quality and console ergonomic experience into a unique approach for live performance FOH and stage monitoring sound production, and promises to bring something very special to the live sound arena.

Live is all about power and control and is perfectly suited to touring or installation. FOH or most systems for venues, arenas, houses of worship and concert halls. Featuring complete flexibility and an intelligent user interface, it is especially ideal for any situation in which audio quality is important.

Based on SSL’s new Tempest processing platform, Live is deployed in a uniquely versatile way. The headline numbers are as impressive as the price, with 976 inputs and outputs and 192 full processing audio paths at 96kHz.

How those paths are configured is extremely flexible with power allocated to the frame. A full range of Stagebox I/O connects to the console via MADI, with the potential for larger systems to make use of SSL’s own Blacklight technology that carries up to 256 channels of bi-directional audio and control via a single fibre connection.

Console power is really nothing if it can’t be controlled and Live offers a truly excellent control surface. It combines a tablet-style multi-touch gesture screen with elegant hardware ergonomics, excellent visual feedback and a collection of innovative new features. Engineers will work to make sure they work today, whether they prefer new touch screen or classic hardware technology, or a combination of both, and offers new and better ways of doing things that will make the operator’s life less stressful and more creative.

Blackbird Academy Stresses Hands-On Learning

The Blackbird Academy (Booth 3131) was started by recording and live sound engineer John McBride and his wife, country artist Martina McBride. They created Blackbird Academy because they wanted to create a top production stop for recording artists like Kings of Leon, The Black Keys, Kid Rock, Tim McGraw and many more. What started as an idea for some studio employees for Blackbird Studio, John would ask various questions about production such as: “What is your favorite kick drum mic?” The answer was usually EL12s and that most graduates of audio programs had little hands-on time in a recording studio.

Another question whose answer shocked him was “how much did your education cost?” John quickly realized that not only were grads left with below-average skills, but they were saddled with huge debt. After repeatedly seeing the poor state of audio education in America, John and Martina founded The Blackbird Academy. John hired Mark Rubel and Kevin Becka, both longtime audio engineers, musicians and educators, and the three of them went to work creating the program.

The curriculum features access to Blackbird Studio’s gear and facilities—a top stop for award-winning artists, producers and engineers. Another feature is a mentor-driven, experiential education. At The Blackbird Academy, you will be taught by a unique cast of professional instructors and award-winning guest mentors.

Any recording education is centered in a hands-on environment, and at The Blackbird Academy you will have 350 hours in our 30-position classroom/lab, and 350 hours in the studio groups of five students. The studios are the same rooms used every day to make hit records at Blackbird Studio. The classroom is itself a recording studio with an API console, patch bay, two iso booths, Pro Tools HD, three 65-inch flat screen TVs, and 30 student Pro Tools rigs driven by Universal Audio’s Apollo interface featuring every plug-in in the UAD-2 collection.

There is no substitute for learning hands-on, from the best professionals, in rooms and on gear that is used to make top quality music every day. The lessons learned at The Blackbird Academy will help you find work in an industry that is competitive, challenging and rewarding.
NOW AVAILABLE for your reading pleasure...

Are you a current subscriber to *Pro Sound News*? Grab your iPad and visit www.prosoundnetwork.com/PSNiPad to download your *Pro Sound News* app.

Not a current subscriber? *Pro Sound News* provides exclusive coverage in live sound, recording, music production, post-production, broadcast, and audio technology. There is no obligation and starting your complimentary subscription to *Pro Sound News* is easy. Visit us at www.mypsnmag.com
Earthworks Ships 521 ZDT Preamp

The Earthworks (Booth 2739) 521 500 series preamps, first shown at Winter NAMM 2013 in Anaheim, CA, are now in stock and shipping. Based on the ZDT Preamp technology designed by David Blackmer, the Earthworks 521 brings the exacting standards of the ZDT Zero Distortion Preamplifiers to the convenient 500 series format, providing a pristine amplification option to the 500 series rack.

“Earthworks is continuously developing precision audio products that elevate the audio chain,” says Heidi Blackmer Robichaud, president/CEO of Earthworks. “We are thrilled to introduce the new 521 preamp, our first ever 500 series preamp, giving recordists an Earthworks ZDT Preamp option for their 500 series racks.”

The solid-state 521 features switchable phantom power, polarity invert, and peak amplitude clip detection, just as in the original ZDT Zero Distortion Preamplifiers. The transformerless output stage of the 521 will easily drive long cable runs without loss of quality. Transparent gain is switchable from 5dB to 60dB in 5dB steps.

The Earthworks microphone preamplifier topology provides outstanding common mode rejection, excellent overload margin and an incredibly low noise floor, combined with the ultra-wide bandwidth of the ZDT Preamps (1Hz to 200kHz @0.5dB) and distortion of less than 1 part per million (0.0001 percent). This exceptional level of performance is maintained over an extensive range of impedances applied to the input, making the 521 suitable for practically any microphone—ribbon, dynamic or condenser.

Daniel Blackmer and Heider Blackmer Robichaud pose with the ZDT-500 Series, a zero distortion technology preamp.

Earthworks Ships 521 ZDT Preamp

Waves Audio (Booth 2839) and Abbey Road Studios are presenting the J37 tape saturation plug-in, a precision model of the very machine used to record many of the greatest masterpieces in modern music. Shown here is Mick Olesh, Waves Audio executive vice president, U.S./International sales and marketing.

Located just 45 minutes from Manhattan, this former famous recording studio has been totally renovated and restored into an 8700 sq. ft. home on a secluded 4.9 acres in the Ramapo Mountains foothills. Private estate backing to 52,000 acres of state parkland.

Bear Tracks Estate

Located just 45 minutes from Manhattan, this former famous recording studio has been totally renovated and restored into an 8700 sq. ft. home on a secluded 4.9 acres in the Ramapo Mountains foothills. Private estate backing to 52,000 acres of state parkland.
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The opening ceremonies of the 135th Audio Engineering Society Convention celebrated the accomplishments of this year’s AES Awards winners—“individuals who have made great contributions to audio and the AES,” said AES Awards Committee Chair Jim Kaiser—with major awards going to individuals in the music production and technology fields.

This year’s Honorary Member designation was given to Ronald E. Uhlig, presented by Brian McCarty, in recognition of Uhlig’s engineering achievements to enhance the film sound experience for the audience, including the development of international standard setting technology that allowed stereo variable area soundtracks to replace monaural film sound, and later, the development of digital data read/write capability for 35mm digital audio.

The Gold Medal Award was given to two honorees this year, recognizing their achievements in audio engineering over a period of year. Floyd Toole was the first recipient of this award for his outstanding contributions to theory, practice and international standards in the area of subjective and objective evaluation of loudspeakers in rooms. Rudolph Van Gelder was the second recipient of the Gold Award for his dedication to creating jazz music over six decades.

The Silver Medal Award was presented to Laurence Fincham, in recognition for a sustained series of significant contributions to electroacoustics and signal processing in the area of domestic sound reproduction.

The Fellowship Award was present-
Prism Ships MASELEC MTC-1S

Shipping now from Prism Media Products (Booth 3032), the MASELEC MTC-1X is the updated version of the popular MTC-1 Mastering Transfer Console. The new model has an offset trim on inputs S1 and S2 of half dB steps from 0 to +10dB. This allows level matching between the two sources, phase difference listening, and the signal from the processing chain. As before, there are phase switches, high and low pass filters, six insert points, elliptical filter, four monitoring sources, phase difference listening and more.

The dynamic range is greater than 124dB with typical distortion being less than -105dB or <0.0006 percent, making an exceptionally clean and quiet component. The on-board MOSFET makes it a first-rate choice for many instruments.

The 4030L, a versatile mic, is ideally suited for critical recording applications. Its smooth frequency response characteristics, and ability to capture detail, make it a first-rate choice for many instruments. It can be used alone, or as a pair with a stereo mount which can be rotated 360 degrees; ideal for the popular “Blumlein” (crossed figure-of-eight) stereo configuration, or other configurations of choice. It is delivered in a foam lined rigid case with an adjustable universal stand mount.

Independent Audio Launches New Coles Mic

Independent Audio (Booth 2950), exclusive distributor for Coles ribbon microphones, is launching the Coles 4030L at AES.

The 4030L is a studio ribbon mic using the very latest CNC technology. The frequency response for the 4030L is exceptionally flat from 50 to 20,0000 c/s, and throughout this range the shape of the bi-directional (figure of eight) polar response is maintained substantially constant both in the horizontal and vertical planes.

The 4030L at AES.

Ableton Grooves

Saturday, 11 a.m. in the Knowledge Center

Presented by Josh Bess
Based on his new book from Hal Leonard Books (Booth 3056), Ableton Grooves: Programming Basic and Advanced Grooves with Ableton Live, percussionist, electronic performing artist, and Ableton Certified Trainer Josh Bess presents a session on creating custom grooves and programming many groove styles in Ableton Live. Ableton Grooves is available at the Hal Leonard booth (3056).

Mogami Features Gold Instrument Silent Series

Mogami Cable’s (Booth 2633) Gold Instrument Silent Series Cable is offered with either straight or 90-degree angle Neutrik Silent Plugs.

The Neutrik Silent Plug allows hot-swapping guitars without the ear-splitting pop or risk of blown speakers. Previously, the silent plugs were available only on Mogami Platinum level instrument cables. Now Gold Instrument Cable users can enjoy the convenience of “silent swapping” on stage or in studio.

The Neutrik Silent Plugs have an internal switch that automatically silences the cable until it is connected. Combined with MOGAMI’s signature noise-free cable, Silent Plugs ensure that the only sound coming from the cables is made by the instruments.
Clear-Com Updates HelixNet Partyline

Clear-Com is demonstrating the latest advancements to the HelixNet Partyline Intercom System at Booth 3030. Among these is a new capability that allows multiple HelixNet systems to link over Ethernet and Fiber networks for distributing many digital partyline channels, program audio feeds and auxiliary interfaced audio to digital beltpacks users.

HelixNet’s station-to-station networking function is made possible with the new HL-ET2 Ethernet Module. Main Stations can connect directly or through a LAN using standard IT switches. The Ethernet Module comes standard with two RJ-45 jacks. A new HL-FBS Fiber Module is also available for linking stations over long distances. The Fiber Module has two fiber ports with small form-factor pluggable (SFP) modules, for simple exchange of fiber transceivers. The standard SFP for the Fiber Module is Single-Mode with Multi-Mode offered as an option.

Linking HelixNet Main Stations together creates a network that pools channel resources of each individual station. Linked main stations can dynamically discover each other, thus giving HelixNet users the capability to share multiple digital partyline channels plus program inputs and any two-wire or four-wire interfaces in a network distributed system.

Harman Reaffirms Support for P&E Wing

The Recording Academy Producers & Engineers Wing’s (Booth 2749) relationship with Harman Professional is leading audio brands AKG Acoustics, JBL Professional and Lexicon has been increasingly successful in its efforts to promote quality in audio. As official “P&E Wing Sustaining Partners,” AKG Acoustics, JBL Professional and Lexicon have participated in a wide variety of activities, including being the title sponsor of high-profile regional and local events, having a presence on the P&E Wing section of the GRAMMY 365 member website and serving as a sustaining sponsor of the P&E Wing Manufacturer Counsel and Harman Professional has reaffirmed its sponsorship for the coming year and will continue to work closely with the P&E Wing and support its initiatives and committees.

One particularly innovative project in 2013 has been the opening of the recording facility and recording program at Nashville’s Pearl-Cohn Entertainment Magnet High School. The new facility and curriculum are a result of Metro Nashville Public Schools’ music education initiative, “Music Makes Us,” which provides students at the school with a student-run record label mentored by Warner Music Nashville and a complete world-class recording studio equipped and guided by the efforts of Nashville P&E Wing members. The facility is equipped with products from all three Harman Professional Brands.

“Harman proudly continues to support the Producers & Engineers Wing,” notes Mark Ureda, senior VP, Strategy and Technology Division. “Their work as advocates for the recording industry, artists, equipment manufacturers and the listeners is of vital importance in this period of transition in the music industry and beyond. We look forward to another year of rewarding projects together.”

Serving the 135th AES Convention

the exhibits, but there’s also the myr-
The Recording Academy® Producers & Engineers Wing® presents
GRAMMY® SoundTables

What Would RAMONE Do?

This educational and inspirational career retrospective will delve into the music, creativity and vision of the late, legendary 14-time GRAMMY Award winning producer/engineer technologist Phil Ramone. From Getz/Gilberto's “Girl from Ipanema,” Billy Joel’s “Just The Way You Are,” Paul Simon's “50 Ways To Leave Your Lover,” Frank Sinatra’s Duets album and much, much more, Phil’s career spanned more than 50 years of artistic and technical innovation. We’ll go behind the scenes for an analysis of the wisdom, knowledge and skill that comprised his secrets for success.

SATURDAY / OCTOBER 19 / 2:30PM - 4PM
JACOB JAVITS CENTER / ROOM 1E15/16

Featuring Special Guests:
Jim Boyer / Peter Chaikin / Jill Dell’ Abate / Mark Ethier
Frank Filipetti / Jimmy Jam / Leslie Ann Jones / Bob Ludwig
Rob Mathes / Al Schmitt and more...

Hosted by BJ Ramone & Elliot Scheiner

SCAN ME FOR MORE INFORMATION

© 2013 – The Recording Academy. All Rights Reserved.
A Change Has Come

And the timing couldn’t be better. We’ve worked long and hard to perfect the NUAGE Advanced Production System, and are excited to unleash it to the recording/post-production world. A collaboration between Yamaha and Steinberg, NUAGE is the brainchild of workflow efficient hardware, Nuendo 6 software, and Dante™ networking operating together in perfect harmony. Offering unprecedented productivity and flexibility as well as premium audio quality in an innovative design, NUAGE is not just making a change, it’s starting a revolution.

For more information, visit www.yamahaca.com

Participating Premier Dealers:

**U.S.A.**

**California**
Hollywood Sound Systems
Hollywood, CA
323-466-9416
www.hollywoodsound.com

REPE Audio Solutions
Universal City, CA
855-852-1032
www.repeaudio.com

**Maryland**
Washington Professional Systems
Wheaton, MD
301-942-8800
www.wpsworld.com

Parsons Audio LLC
Wellies, MA
781-431-8708
www.parsonaudio.com

**Ohio**
Eight Day Sound
Highland Heights, OH
440-955-8900
www.8thdaysound.com

CTS Audio
Brentwood, TN
615-337-8808
www.ctseudio.com

**Utah**
Poli Sound
Salt Lake City, UT
801-888-2508
www.polisound.com

LIFT AV
Rantum, WA
435-970-3641
www.liftav.com

**Wisconsin**
Full Compass Systems, Inc.
Madison, WI
608-831-7330
www.fullcompass.com

**Canada**
Quebec
Sokotech Inc.
Montreal, QC
514-526-7721
www.sokotech.com